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Communities of color demand Governor Mills address twin health emergencies of racism and COVID-19 
Members of Maine’s communities of color held a virtual press conference on June 25 to demand that Gov. Janet Mills take immediate action to address the high rate of infection from COVID-19 pres-
ent in communities of color in Maine. ose addressing Gov. Mills included Rep. Craig Hickman, Rep. Rachel Talbot Ross, Westbrook City Councilor Claude Rwaganje, Lewiston City Councilor Safiya
Khalid, Penobscot Nation Tribal Ambassador Maulian Dana, leaders from immigrant-led organizations and coalitions all around the state, and others with first-hand experience with the virus. e pre-
senters issued clear demands:      • a meeting with Governor Mills within one week  •  immediate allocation of federal CARES Act funding to organizations working on the ground within communities
of color • a declaration by the Governor of racism as a public health emergency.   Gov. Mills told the press on June 25 that she had not watched the press conference. Testimony of speakers at the press
conference follows.
Free
Anti-racism protests and rallies  have been held in cities and towns all over Maine since the murder of George Floyd ignited calls for change and new anti-racism
policies in police departments, all levels of government, and institutions and organizations state-wide. See page 4 for the publisher's editorial and page 22 for a pro-
file of activist Abdul Ali as well as photos om gatherings in Bangor, Lewiston, and Portland. Photo  |  Joseph Shaw
e vision and legacy of Alain Jean Claude Nahimana.  Pictured here on October 30, 2019 in Washington,
D.C. at a press conference on the New Deal for New Americans Act               Story Page 2/3
Thank You! Thank You!
At this time of great upheaval, we are grate-
ful to these foundations for helping us get
through this unprecedented crisis.
“Urgent and bold action is needed to address the twin pandemics of COVID-
19 and systemic racism.” — Rep. Rachel Talbot Ross
Gov. Mills, we’ve come together this morning out of deep con-
cern and an urgent need to address the horrific disparities for Black
and African American Mainers impacted by COVID-19. Each day,
more and more people in the racially diverse communities are ex-
periencing greater numbers of positive cases of this deadly and
harmful virus.
While this disease is a new pandemic, these disparities are not
new. For centuries, indigenous populations have lived throughout
the Americas and on these lands, which we now call Maine, facing
illness, trauma, and genocide. e indigenous populations survived,
but to this day continue to live in oppressive and unjust systems
with no more resources or power to interrupt the harm.
“We are essential but we are not expendable. Our. Lives. Matter.” 
—Rep. Craig Hickman
You see our faces, you have heard our stories, you have
been introduced to our grief and our pain, you have
read about the staggering statistics and the deadly dis-
parities. Now it’s time for you to listen to our voices,
once and for all. We stand together in solidarity. So,
please listen. We call upon you, Janet Traon Mills,
Governor of the State of Maine, to value Black lives, to
value Brown lives and Tribal lives and immigrant lives
and declare racism a public health emergency through-
out this great state. Our communities are sick, our peo-
ple are suffering and dying in the shadows. Invisible. In
isolation. In fear. is is a Code Blue. 
The vision and legacy of Alain Jean Claude Nahimana    |    Kathreen Harrison
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Alain Jean Claude Nahimana arrived in Maine in 2010, seeking asylum from persecution in his homeland
of Burundi. When he died on May 31, from complications of diabetes, he had achieved so much during the
intervening ten years that his life was memorialized by many of Maine’s leading politicians, business execu-
tives, leaders of educational institutions, non-profits, advocacy groups, and community associations, as well
as artists, devoted friends, and his loving family. On the national stage, which he had begun to occupy in his
last years, he was remembered by the executive director of the nation’s leading immigrant advocacy coalition.
Nahimana’s untimely death plunged many into mourning, but he is remembered as a leader with a clear vi-
sion and legacy whose life and achievements touched and improved the lives of countless others. 
On November 4, 1970, Nahimana was born in Bujumbura, Burundi, to a diplomat father and a mother
who was a well-known women’s rights advocate and former Chairperson of the Women’s League of Burundi.
He was one of four children - two girls and two boys. He spent most of his childhood in Burundi, and at-
tended high school in Switzerland, where his father served as Ambassador from Burundi. He went to college
at the University of Burundi, where he majored in economics, and later launched a career as a successful busi-
nessman. 
He also joined an opposition political party and was targeted by the ruling party, tortured, and imprisoned,
a traumatic experience which changed the trajectory of his life and led to his flight from Burundi. He did not
frequently share details of the trauma he experienced, even with his closest friends, but at a 2018 conference
in Portland titled “Meeting the Mental and Physical Needs of Immigrants, Refugees, and Asylum Seekers in
Maine,” where he was a panelist, Nahimana said,“An African man is supposed to be strong … [but] starting a
new life is so difficult. How can you trust aer experiencing so much trauma and loss?” 
In the United States, Nahimana’s first landing place was San Diego, where his parents, sister Christine, and
brother Didier were living, but aer only two months, he moved to Portland. Aer receiving his work per-
mit, he worked briefly for a transportation company, then moved into customer service at Time-Warner
where, he told friends, customers ridiculed his accent. So he quit Time-Warner in short order, and eventu-
ally started two part-time jobs -- with Maine People’s Alliance and Maine Immigrants’ Rights Coalition
(MIRC), where he became the Coalition’s first Coordinator.
Mufalo Chitam, current Executive Director of MIRC, credits Nahimana with playing “a pivotal role in
MIRC’s growth.” Founded in 2005 by the Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project, “the Coalition grew in size and
power, particularly under Alain’s leadership,” Chitam said, “from 20 members in 2012 to 51 member organ-
izations by 2016.” at’s when Nahimana le to co-found the Greater Portland Immigrant Welcome Cen-
ter, with Damas Rugaba, and became Executive Director, a position he occupied until the time of his death.
Currently, MIRC has 68 member organizations.
On June 5, at a tribute held for Nahimana at the Greater Immigrant Welcome Center, and broadcast widely
via Zoom (available on the IWC’s website), Chitam enumerated some of Nahimana’s major advocacy suc-
cesses as Coordinator of MIRC, which include passage of a Portland anti-racial profiling ordinance, the suc-
cesful defeat of numerous anti-immigrant bills, launch of the first New Mainers Political Action Committee,
establishment of the Portland Community Plus Fund, and support for General Assistance for asylum seek-
ers. 
“ousands of asylum seekers, including the 450 plus who were housed in the EXPO Center last summer,
remain eligible for General Assistance, saving them from homelessness, because of the work of Alain Nahi-
mana as MIRC’s first advocacy leader,” Chitam said.
A close friend of Nahimana is Antoine Bikamba, current President of the Rwandese Association of Maine.
He said, “Communities didn’t oen meet together and discuss issues. Aer Alain arrived in Maine, we started
going to Augusta to advocate. He played a big role in bringing people together.” 
Shima Kabirigi, who currently serves with Mary Allen Lindemann as Co-Chair of the Board of Directors
of the IWC, reflected on Nahimana’s vision as Coordinator of MIRC. “Under a government that at the time
[in Maine] was anti-immigrant, Alain understood that there was power in numbers, and he knew it was im-
portant to leverage resources and networks in order to shi the narrative that was deeply embedded during
the LePage years.”
Initial planning for the founding of the Greater Portland Immigrant Welcome Center took place in coffee
shops and kitchens over a period of two years, while Nahimana was Coordinator of MIRC. Bikamba, who
had been recruited by Nahimana to be a MIRC board member,  remembered Nahimana talking about the
importance of finding a space where immigrants could meet, gather, and develop projects. He introduced
Nahimana to Rugaba, who at that time was President of the Rwandese Association of Maine. Nahimana
himself was President of the Burundi Community of Maine from 2014-2016.
Rugaba recalled an exchange that launched the planning period for what later became the Greater Port-
land Immigrant Welcome Center. “I remember telling Alain one day, ‘We’re like firefighters, always running
around putting fires out. Let’s be proactive.’ e next day Alain called me and suggested meeting. He said, ‘I’ve
been thinking about what you were saying.’…We began planning to create an organization for different im-
migrant groups to be able to meet, rather than work in silos, and create programming together. We wanted
to show the immigrant presence here in Maine – to show that we are here, and here to stay. at we are part
of the community.” 
In 2016, Rugaba moved to Connecticut to pursue a work opportunity, although the two men continued
to collaborate during regular weekend trips back and forth between the two states, but Nahimana took the
lead on the project. His focus was on developing strategy, seeking board members, designing and furnishing
the space, and working with the graphic designer on the logo and promotional materials. Carl Lakari, Deb
Rothernberg, Caroline Jovas, Antoine Bikamba, and Damas Rugaba were the founding board members. 
“Our focus was always empowerment,” Rugaba recalled. “We saw that immigrant communities tended to
hang together, and we wanted them to step outside their communities, network, meet and engage with oth-
ers.” Rugaba moved back to Maine to help run the Center when it was launched in 2017.
In 2016, Kabirigi came on board as a volunteer coordinator to take on the task of facilitating conversations
with community leaders - not an easy assignment, and especially not for a shy young woman, Kabirigi re-
called. e goal was to develop a mission and organization that was rooted in the various priorities and as-
pirations of  immigrants in Maine.
“We wanted the Center to reflect the myriad of ideas, priorities, and aspirations of various immigrant
communities in Maine,” said Kabirigi. “Not everyone bought in, but we le the door open.” Kabirigi also
played a pivotal role in providing the infrastructure for the space at 24 Preble Street. “We wanted an aspira-
tional space, led by immigrants, to push against the anti-immigration narrative. We wanted the Center to
push the needle on immigrant advocacy and innovation. Alain understood that in order to help immigrants
build their lives and thrive here, the IWC needed to attract the private, the public, and the nonprofit sectors….
He wanted to create more seats around tables that open doors, change policies, and influence decisions.”
Adele Ngoy, Executive Director of Women United Around the World, a member organization of the IWC,
described some of Nahimana’s core beliefs. “First, he believed in collaborating, despite differences in gender,
beliefs, and race…. Second, he believed that we will not achieve our goals if we pull each other down…. ird,
he said we must always push for excellence…. And finally, that we must always remember – even though we
may have no money, even though we may not speak good English, we still have our dreams. We have our tal-
ents. And we have the support of our friends and our colleagues. We all have something to give to our new
Alain Nahimana, Mary Allen Lindemann, Reza Jalali, Jaleh Hojjati, Alina Linde-
mann Spear
Ribbon cutting of the fourth floor addition which houses the iEnglish Lab at the Cen-
ter, October 2018.  Don Gooding,  advisor for the Center’s Business Hub; Alain Nahi-
mana, Executive Director of the GPIWC; Quincy Hentzel, CEO of the Portland
Regional Chamber of Commerce; James Brissenden, Director of Business Development
at Clark Insurance; Judy West, Chief Human Resources Officer at MaineHealth; Tony
Payne, Senior Vice President of External Affairs at the MEMIC Group and Gene
Ardito, President & CEO at cPort Credit Union. 
Alain Nahimana, Antoine Bikamba
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communities that will make them better places to live for everyone.”
“His vision was big, and it was really important, and it will be carried forward,” said
Mary Allen Lindemann. “ ‘You can’t have an inclusive economy without an inclusive
democracy.’ ‘It’s policy, not protest, that makes a difference.’ ‘e Power of We.’ ese all
became part of the vocabulary of everyone connected with the IWC.” 
e Center’s three pillar programs are the Immigrant Business Hub, the iEnglish Proj-
ect, and Citizenship & Civic Engagement. Rugaba said, “At this particular moment, we
haven’t pinned down the future. is was to have been a year of developing and strength-
ening our three pillar programs, and the focus should remain on that despite the impact
of the coronavirus and Alain’s death. We want to assure people that the work Alain started
will continue. We want to make him proud and continue the work he started.”
“e Center will continue. It’s a big li, but we have the most amazing team,” said Lin-
demann. “e staff has been incredible, and people are stepping forward with various lev-
els of expertise, offering to help out. People believe in the vision, they know it’s the right
thing, we just need a little time to reorganize. e life and the legacy will be carried for-
ward.”
In addition to Nahimana’s work in Maine, he worked on the national level as a mem-
ber of the Board of Directors of the National Partnership for New Americans. “Alain felt
strongly that organizations and policy makers should be connected to a larger national
network, that it was important to be at the table to put Maine on the map, that it was im-
portant to look beyond Maine into the national context and start to bridge and connect
with national partners – to build a coalition in Maine and elevate their voices and prior-
ities – say, ‘Here’s what we are doing in Maine, and here is why you should be investing
in Maine,’ ” said Kabirigi. 
Joshua Hoyt, Executive Director of the National Partnership for New Americans, said,
“Alain came to the NPNA Board with a deep understanding of the challenges of immi-
grants, refugees, and asylum seekers in the United States, and he understood that what im-
migrant families need – safety and security, support in learning English, help getting on
a career ladder, and a good education for their children – oen cannot be won without
building and using political power. Alain built his life in the United States helping im-
migrants and refugees in Maine and across the country, and his tragic loss is sad news for
both immigrants and our nation.” 
Immigrant Resource Center of Maine’s Executive Director Fatuma Hussein reflected
on Nahimana’s legacy. “Alain wanted us to be at the policy tables in Maine and across the
nation, and now, 10 years aer he arrived, we have the bridge, the stepping stones, to
change the system.”
Nahimana’s death touched his family and his personal friends deeply, and many shared
their grief as well as recollections of his temperament and particular tastes at a June 12 me-
morial service, which preceded the June 13 funeral service at St. Luke’s in Portland and
his burial in San Diego. 
“Alain enjoyed a well poured Guinness, his immaculately clean Mercedes, cigars at Cal-
abash, and dancing at Bubbas,” Lindemann remembered.
“He was super sensitive,” Kabirigi said. “Once you got to sit with him you’d see he was
kind, sweet, sensitive, and cracked a lot of jokes. He was also self-aware, and knew that he
could be stubborn and hard-headed.” 
Ngoy, who is a fashion designer, remembers meeting Nahimana at an event in 2012.
“When I arrived I saw this Black man, well dressed, elegant in a suit – and you know how
I like a nice suit! Over time, I came to understand that everything about Alain was about
raising the bar. Anything Alain had his hands on was made even more special. Better be-
cause he was involved.”
Bikamba said, “If Alain chose you to be his friend, that meant he trusted you. We had
so much fun together. He was there every time we had a family event. He liked to talk
about politics, challenges in life, and argue about our views, which were different. We
never spent more than two or three days without calling each other, or visiting. From the
beginning, he wanted to see his family join him. When his sons ___ got asylum, that was
one of his happiest moments. He had been working to bring Princess, his daughter, here,
too.”
“I have never known a man who loved his children or family more than Alain,” Linde-
mann said. 
His brother, Didier, said, “Claude (he was known as Claude by the family) was smart,
a trailblazer, a visionary. He always seemed like he was in a hurry, as if he saw the clock tick-
ing down. Rest in power, Claude.”
His sister, Christine, added, “e many messages the family has received have been
comforting, and a reminder of the impact Alain had on so many lives. He was a gi to all
of us – a loving, caring, gentle, positive man, who was helpful, clever, joyful…. I could go
on all day. He had a lot to give, and he did give it. I am happy to say my brother’s life was
very well lived, and he accomplished his mission on earth. His legacy will continue on. In
life we loved him dearly, and in death we love him still. He has a place in our hearts no one
could ever fill. May he rest in peace, and God bless you all.”
David Currier, Adele Ngoy, Alain Nahimana Mary Allen Lindemann
Didier Nahimana
Nancy Kamaliza, Alain Nahimana, Safa Hassan, Celeste Carpenter
Alain Nahimana, Damas Rugaba Alain Nahimana, Shima Kabirigi Alain Nahimana, Yves Karabu
Governor Mills: “Alain Nahimana was only here ten years, but I’m proud to call you a Mainer. Your state
will miss you dearly.”
The death of George Floyd
e killing of George Floyd on May 25 by a Minneapolis police
officer was clear evidence of the mistreatment of Black people by
law enforcement and sent shock waves of outrage across the United
States and around the world. Millions flooded the streets to de-
mand justice for Floyd, as well as significant, systemic changes in
the way Black people in the U.S. are treated, particularly in rela-
tion to law enforcement, where the disproportionate use of un-
necessary force has resulted in far too many deaths. People all
across the country are demanding that policies and procedures
must be quickly implemented to ensure the equal, safe treatment of
every citizen. 
As someone who grew up in the Democratic Republic of Congo,
where untold numbers of atrocious killings have taken place at the
hands of ruthless people, watching the video of George Floyd’s
death was very painful for me. Watching a hopeless, helpless man
on the ground, in agony and begging in vain for his life, made me
wonder about the role police officers play within Black communi-
ties. I cannot easily forget seeing a police officer squeezing Floyd’s
neck against the ground, assisted by other officers. Even more dis-
turbing was their lack of concerned that bystanders were witness-
ing the death, imploring the officers to have mercy, and in fact
videotaping the murder. Nothing awakened the consciences of the
officers. As a Black man who is raising a son in this country, I have
not been able to explain how this killing could have happened, let
alone describe the big picture of racial discrimination in the United
States. 
When a human life is lost at the hands of ruthless and merciless
people, the anguish and grief afflicted upon the victim’s loved ones
leaves painful memories that live with them forever, spurring end-
less questions about why some people behave in such evil ways to-
ward their fellow humans. On October 4, 2011, I lost my cousin,
whom I loved very much, aer he was murdered at the hands of
Mai Mai militia in South Kivu province, Democratic Republic of
Congo. My cousin was killed along with seven other innocent hu-
manitarian workers. ey were tortured and brutally killed and
abandoned on the street. I imagine the last minutes of their lives –
and their pleas for mercy – that were ignored as they took their
last breaths. 
e millions who have taken to the streets in almost every city
of the United States, as well as around the world, even in the midst
of the current COVID-19 pandemic, desperately want American
leaders to reform the current law enforcement system so that it will
finally ensure the safety of all, without discrimination by color or
race. Change is desperately needed. Immigrants who have moved
to the United States aer escaping death and persecution in their
home countries have to try to explain to their kids that here they
also can experience what they were escaping. Immigrants are ac-
customed to holding up America as an example of high standards
of justice and democracy. 
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EDITORIAL
by  Georges Budagu Makoko, 
Amjambo Africa Publisher 
My prayer is that this country that I love very much will be
united, and the roots of division and conflict will no longer find
fertile soil. Evil flourishes whenever it is not pointed out, and it is
time to face the evil of racism and defeat it.  
Juneteenth, Portland     Photo | Joseph Shaw
Bangor City Councilor Angela Okafor 
Photo | Kevin Garnon Nishimwe
Abdul Ali, Portland
Continued from page 9
of Maine. I love my job and I love everything that I do, and
I love the fact that I can help my community. It just sad-
dens me that I do not have the assurance that if I am ex-
posed to COVID-19, I can go get tested without being
asked to jump through hoops and without being unneces-
sarily questioned about my exposure to the virus. I am sure
that I am not the only one to experience this and that there
are many others with a story similar to mine. is is a prob-
lem. I know that something needs to be done and we are
demanding for change. We have to do better! Especially be-
cause something that affects a part of our community, af-
fects the whole community.
We know that the Black communities are the ones who
are mostly doing these jobs as home healthcare profession-
als and that they are living in condensed neighborhoods,
mainly in downtown areas. We are forced to work through
this pandemic to make a living. We are so closely knit to-
gether and it’s very easy to transmit the virus to one another
and so I feel that the state of Maine and elected officials
have to do targeted outreach and go into our communities
to work with us because I don’t see that happening at all.
And we are the ones being affected so greatly by this, as the
reports show. I have no words because this should be more
than a wake-up call. is should be the number one prior-
ity. If you hear that Black people are being affected more
than other races in this state, the first thing to be done is
finding out what to do to help those people. We are tired of
being the statistics and we need a change. We are a priority. 
ank you all for listening to my story. I am grateful for
the chance to shed some light on the effects of racial dis-
parity in respect to COVID-19 in Maine.
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ÉDITORIAL DE JUILLET : LA MORT DE GEORGE FLOYD 
Par Georges Budagu Makoko
Le meurtre de George Floyd le 25 mai dernier aux mains d’un
policier de Minneapolis est une preuve évidente des mauvais traite-
ments infligés aux Noirs par les forces de l'ordre. Sa mort brutale
a provoqué une onde de choc d'indignation aux États-Unis et dans
le monde entier. Des millions de personnes ont inondé les rues
pour demander justice pour Floyd, ainsi qu'un changement sys-
témique dans la manière dont les noirs sont traités aux États-Unis,
en particulier en ce qui concerne l'application de la loi par les forces
de l’ordre, où l'utilisation disproportionnée d'une force inutile a
entraîné beaucoup de morts. Partout dans le pays, les gens ont de-
mandé que des lois et des procédures soient rapidement mises en
place afin de garantir un traitement égal et sûr de citoyen aux États-
Unis. 
Ayant grandi en République démocratique du Congo, où un
nombre incalculable de meurtres atroces ont été commis par des
gens sans pitié, il m'a été très pénible de regarder la vidéo de la mort
de George Floyd. Regarder un homme désespéré et sans défense
sur le sol, à l'agonie et suppliant en vain pour sa vie, m’a beaucoup
troublé et m'a fait m'interroger sur le rôle que jouent les policiers
au sein des communautés noires. La scène d'un policier serrant le
cou de Floyd contre le sol n'est pas une scène que je peux facile-
ment oublier. Le fait que le policier ait été aidé par d'autres of-
ficiers, et qu'il ne se soit apparemment pas soucié du fait que des
passants assistaient à la mort de Floyd, qu'il ait imploré la pitié des
officiers, et qu'il ait en fait enregistré le meurtre sur vidéo, était en-
core plus troublant. Rien n'a réveillé les consciences des officiers.
En tant que Noir qui élève un fils dans ce pays, je n'ai pas trouvé les
mots pour expliquer comment ce meurtre a pu se produire, sans
parler de la situation de la discrimination raciale aux États-Unis
dans son ensemble. 
Lorsqu'une vie humaine est perdue aux mains de personnes cru-
elles et sans pitié, l'angoisse et le chagrin qui affligent les proches
de la victime laissent des souvenirs douloureux qui les accompag-
nent à jamais, suscitant des questions sans fin sur les raisons pour
lesquelles certaines personnes se comportent de manière si malveil-
lante envers leurs semblables. Le 4 octobre 2011, j'ai perdu mon
cousin, que j'aimais beaucoup, après qu'il ait été assassiné par la
milice Maï-Maï dans la province du Sud-Kivu, en République dé-
mocratique du Congo. Mon cousin a été tué en même temps que
sept autres travailleurs humanitaires innocents. Ils ont été torturés,
brutalement tués et abandonnés dans la rue. J'imagine les dernières
minutes de leur vie, et leurs appels à la pitié, qui ont été ignorés
alors qu'ils prenaient leurs dernières respirations. 
Les millions de personnes qui sont descendues dans la rue dans
presque toutes les villes des États-Unis, ainsi que dans le monde
entier, même au milieu de l'actuelle pandémie COVID-19, veu-
lent désespérément que les dirigeants américains réforment le sys-
tème actuel d'application des lois afin que celui-ci assure enfin la
sécurité de tous, sans discrimination de couleur ou de race. Il faut
que les choses changent.  Pour les immigrants, qui se sont installés
aux États-Unis après avoir échappé à la mort et à la persécution
dans leur pays d'origine, il est difficile d'expliquer à leurs enfants
que ce qu'ils ont fui peut en fait être vécu ici aussi, aux États-Unis.
Les immigrants ont en effet l'habitude de présenter ce pays comme
un exemple de normes élevées en matière de justice et de démoc-
ratie. 
Ma prière est que ce pays que j'aime beaucoup soit uni, et que les
racines de la division et du conflit ne trouvent plus de terre fertile.
Le mal s'épanouit chaque fois qu'il n'est pas signalé, et il est temps
d'affronter le mal du racisme et de le vaincre.
LES CAS DE COVID-19 AUGMENTENT LENTEMENT SUR LE CONTI-
NENT AFRICAIN - POURQUOI ET COMMENT? 
Par Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Alors que l'épidémie de COVID19 ravageait des pays puissants,
tels que les États-Unis, la France, l'Italie, la Chine et l'Espagne, le
continent africain,lui, tristement célèbre pour ses épidémies
comme le virus Ebola, a d'abord enregistré peu de cas.  Mais,
récemment, le continent a commencé à voir une augmentation des
cas positifs. 
Le 11 juin, l'Afrique a fait état de 150 102 cas au total, dont 4
815 dans les 24 heures suivant la date du rapport. Le 11 juillet
également, l'Organisation Mondiale de la Santé (OMS) a recensé
3 593 décès, dont 100 dans les 24 heures suivant la notification.
L'Afrique du Sud et le Nigeria sont en tête de liste avec respec-
tivement 55 421 et 13 873 cas. Le COVID-19 a été détecté pour
la première fois en Afrique à la mi-février.
L'African Report, une filiale du magazine Jeune Afrique, ainsi
que de nombreuses autres publications, a avancé un certain nom-
bre de théories pour tenter d'expliquer la lente propagation ini-
tiale de COVID-19 sur le continent africain. Pour commencer, la
plupart des pays d'Afrique ont immédiatement mis en place des
mesures de protection draconiennes, les pays d'Afrique de l'Est
comme le Rwanda, l'Ouganda et le Kenya ayant complètement
fermé leurs frontières et adopté d'autres mesures préventives dès
le début.
French Translation En outre, les citoyens du continent ne voyagent généralement
pas beaucoup à l'étranger, ce qui réduit les contacts avec les
points chauds mondiaux. Parmi les cas positifs au Rwanda, un
nombre considérable est lié à des personnes voyageant depuis
des pays asiatiques ou occidentaux, qui sont entrées au Rwanda
avant que ce pays ne ferme ses frontières aériennes et terrestres.
De plus, le continent est fier de sa dynamique industrie textile,
qui produit des masques en tissu, et de son système de soins de
santé qui est utilisé pour les épidémies de masse comme le virus
Ebola. Le rapport africain a suggéré que le climat tropical et
équatorial de la plupart des pays africains pourrait supprimer la
propagation du virus, mais le chercheur Pierre-Marie Girard,
Vice-Président des Affaires Internationales à l'Institut Pasteur,
ainsi que de nombreux autres scientifiques, ont observé que le
coronavirus "se multiplie sans problème dans la chaleur", ce qui
discrédite la théorie.
Même sans COVID-19, l'Afrique lutte contre la maladie, et
des articles ont tendance à remettre en question l'état de prépa-
ration de l'Afrique en ce qui concerne les lits de soins intensifs et
autres.  De nombreux pays disposent de moins de cinq ventila-
teurs pour l'ensemble de la population. Le New York Times a
rapporté en avril que "le Sud-Soudan, une nation de 11 millions
d'habitants, a plus de vice-présidents (cinq) que de ventilateurs
(quatre)". 
L’insistance croissante de beaucoup des personnes aux États-
Unis pour ouvrir l'économie est très différente de ce qui se passe
en Afrique, où les citoyens sont moins habitués à faire pression
sur leurs dirigeants et plus habitués à suivre les ordres. Dans le cas
de COVID-19, cela pourrait aider les dirigeants africains à
maintenir leurs économies fermées et à gagner la bataille contre
le virus avec moins de victimes. Cependant, certains dirigeants,
comme en Tanzanie et au Burundi, ont été critiqués pour avoir
gardé le nombre de cas secrets et avoir mis en place des mesures
de protection inadéquates.
EVARISTE NDAYISHIMIYE PRÊTERA SERMENT EN TANT QUE
PRÉSIDENT DU BURUNDI APRÈS LA MORT DU PRÉSIDENT 
SORTANT NKURUNZIZA 
Par Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
La Cour Constitutionnelle du Burundi a décidé qu'Evariste
Ndayishimiye devait prêter serment en tant que président après
le décès soudain du président sortant Nkurunziza, dont le man-
dat devait expirer en août 2020.  Les Burundais et leurs amis
pleurent la mort soudaine de Nkurunziza lundi 8 juin à l'hôpi-
tal du Cinquantenaire de Karusi au Burundi.
Le président Nkurunziza est décédé d'un arrêt cardiaque, selon
une annonce du Secrétaire Général le 9 juin. Cette annonce in-
diquait que Nkurunziza avait assisté à un match de volley-ball le
samedi 7 juin et semblait aller bien, mais que par la suite sa santé
s'était rapidement détériorée. Il était en "détresse respiratoire" au
moment de sa mort.
Les experts politiques étaient confrontés à un dilemme : qui
allait prendre la relève de Nkurunziza, qui est mort vers la fin de
son mandat ? Selon Aljazeera, la Cour Constitutionnelle a
déclaré qu'une période intérimaire n'était pas nécessaire et que le
président élu devait prêter serment le plus tôt possible. 
Le 18 mai, Amjambo Africa a rapporté que, alors que le
monde luttait pour contenir l'épidémie mondiale de COVID-
19, le pays a organisé des élections présidentielles et législatives
où les foules et les rassemblements se sont déroulés sans masques
ni distanciation sociale. À plusieurs reprises ces dernières se-
maines, les médias sociaux ont montré le président Nkurunziza
- un chrétien ardent - apparaissant lors de nombreux rassemble-
ments chrétiens, minimisant ainsi les risques associés à la
pandémie. Dans un message qui s'est avéré viral, il a déclaré que
bien que le COVID-19 passe dans l'air,  Dieu avait purifié l'air
afin de ne pas contenir le virus.
Le Guardian a rapporté que certains médias présument que le
président pourrait avoir contracté le nouveau coronavirus, qui
aurait causé sa mort prématurée. Denise Nkurunziza, son
épouse, qui a été emmenée d'urgence au Kenya pour y recevoir
des soins médicaux le 28 mai, est retournée au Burundi après la
mort de son mari. Le Daily Nation a rapporté qu'elle
était traitée pour le COVID-19 et une maladie sous-
jacente.
"S'il est prouvé que le président Nkurunziza est
mort d'un coronavirus, cela devrait donner une leçon
aux dirigeants qui continuent à dédaigner cette mal-
adie et n'aident pas leurs populations à la contenir", a
déclaré une réfugiée burundaise réinstallée à Con-
cord, dans le New Hampshire, qui a été pris au
dépourvu par la nouvelle le matin du 9 juin. Elle a
déclaré avoir parlé à des membres de sa famille au Bu-
rundi qui lui ont confirmé que l'État censurait la pub-
lication d'informations sur COVID-19. Nkurunziza
pourrait être le premier président à succomber à la
maladie de COVID-19, rapporte le New York Post. 
FERMETURE DE LA FRONTIÈRE CANADIENNE
Dans un revirement politique majeur, le Premier
Ministre canadien Justin Trudeau a annoncé en mars
que le Canada refuserait les demandeurs d'asile qui es-
saieraient de traverser la frontière des États-Unis.
Cette décision serait une mesure de protection contre
la transmission de COVID-19. Le 16 juin, elle a été
prolongée d'un mois, jusqu'au 21 juillet au moins. Si
les demandeurs d'asile arrivent à la frontière avant le 21 juillet et
entrent en contact avec la Gendarmerie Royale du Canada, ils
risquent d'être remis à l'ICE aux États-Unis et envoyés dans des
centres de détention. De là, ils pourraient être expulsés.
Depuis mars, un petit nombre de demandeurs d'asile - princi-
palement des Haïtiens - ont en effet été refoulés à la frontière,
notamment au célèbre point de passage irrégulier de Roxham
Road à New York, qui se trouve à huit kilomètres du poste fron-
tière officiel le plus proche. Auparavant, les fonctionnaires
avaient autorisé les demandeurs d'asile à traverser à Roxham
Road, ainsi qu'aux points d'entrée officiels, tels que les chutes du
Niagara et Champlain-Saint-Bernard de Lacolle.
Ces dernières années, la majorité des ressortissants africains de-
mandant l'asile au Canada provenaient du Nigeria, de la
République démocratique du Congo, du Soudan, de l'Érythrée,
de l'Angola et du Burundi. Le bouche à oreille indique que les
demandeurs d'asile ont commencé à peser les avantages de quit-
ter le Maine pour le Canada en 2017, lorsque la rhétorique anti-
immigrants de l'administration actuelle a signalé que le système
américain de demande d'asile ne fonctionnait plus. Certains des
demandeurs d'asile qui sont arrivés dans le Maine pendant l'été
2019 en provenance de la frontière américaine avec le Mexique
ont en effet directement continué leur migration vers le Canada
après être arrivés à Portland.
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UHARIRI WA JULAI , KIFO CHA GEORGE FLOYD
Naye Georges Budagu Makoko
Mauwaji ya George Floyd mnamo Mei 25 na afisa wa polisi wa
Minneapolis ilikuwa ni ushahidi dhahiri wa unyanyasaji wa watu
weusi na wale wenye kutekeleza sheria na mara kusababisha
mawimbi ya mshtuko kokote Marekani na ulimwenguni kote.
Mamilioni ya watu ilifurika mitaani kudai haki kwa ajili ya
Floyd, pamoja na mabadiliko ya kimfumo kwa namna ambayo
watu weusi hutendewa nchini Marekani, hasa kuhusiana na
utekelezwaji wa sheria, ambapo utumiaji wa nguvu namna isiyo
sawasawa umesababisha vifo vingi mno. Watu kokote nchini
wameomba mabadiliko ya sera na taratibu zitekelezwe kwa
haraka ili kuhakikisha kwamba kila raia nchini Marekani ana-
tendewa sawa sawa.
Kama mtu ambaye alikuwa katika Jamuhuri ya Kidemokrasia
ya Kongo, ambapo idadi kubwa ya mauaji yakutisha yaliyotukia
yamefanyika mikononi mwa watu wasio na huruma, ilikuwa
uchungu sana kwangu kutazama video ya kifo cha George Floyd.
Kuona mtu asiye na tumaini, asiye na msaada akipondwa kwa
ardhi, kwa uchungu na kuomba pasipo kusikiwa wamulindie
maisha, ilikuwa shida sana na kunifanya nishangae kuhusu
jukumu la maafisa wa polisi katika jamii ya watu weusi. Onyesho
la afisa wa polisi akifinya shingo ya Floyd dhidi ya ardhi sio
jambo ambalo ninaweza kusahau kwa urahisi. Ukweli ni
kwamba afisa huyo wa polisi alisaidiwa na maafisa wengine, na
inaonekana hakuwa na wasiwasi wowote juu ya waangalizi
mashahidi wa kifo, hali wakiwaomba ma afisa hao wawe na
moyo wa huruma, na wakichukua video ya mauwaji hayo,
ilikuwa ya kusumbua zaidi. Hakuna kitu kili amsha dhamiri ya
maafisa. Na kama mtu mweusi anaye lea mwanawe katika nchi
hii, nashindwa kupata maneno ya kueleza namna gani mauaji
haya yameweza kutokea, Kipekee inaonyesha picha kubwa ya
ubaguzi wa rangi uliomo nchini Marekani.
Wakati maisha ya mwanadamu yanapopotea mikononi mwa
watu wasio na huruma yoyote ile, hasira na huzuni zinazoshika
wapendwa wa mwathirika huacha kumbukumbu zenye uchungu
ambazo hukaa nao milele, na kuongeza maswali yasiyo na
mwisho juu ya nini watu wengine wanawatenda ubaya kwa
wanadamu wenzao. Oktoba 4, 2011 nilimpoteza binamu yangu,
ambaye nilipenda sana, baada ya kuuawa mikononi mwa
wanamgambo wa Mai Mai katika mkoa wa Kivu Kusini,
Jamhuri ya Kidemokrasia ya Kongo. Binamu yangu aliuawa
pamoja na wafanyikazi wengine saba wanaotoa huduma za ki-
taifa wasio na hatia. Waliteswa na kuuawa kikatili na kuachwa
barabarani. Nafikiri dakika za mwisho za maisha yao, na dua zao
kuomba rehema, ambazo hazikuzingatiwa wakati
wanachukuliwa pumzi zao za mwisho.
Mamilioni ambao walio ingia mabarabarani katika karibu kila
mji wa Marekani, hata ulimwenguni kote, wakati huu katikati
ya janga la COVID-19 lililoko, wakiwatamani sana viongozi wa
Marekani kurekebisha mfumo wa sasa wa utekelezaji wa sheria
ili iweze hatimaye kuhakikisha usalama wa wote, bila ubaguzi
wa rangi au taifa. Mabadiliko haya yanahitajika sana. Kwa wa-
hamiaji, ambao wamehamia Amerika baada ya kukimbia kifo na
mateso katika nchi zao, ni vigumu kuelezea watoto wao kwamba
mambo waliyoyakimbia yanaweza bado kuzingatiwa hapa
nchini Marekani. Wahamiaji hutumika kuishikilia nchi hii kama
mfano wa viwango vya juu vya haki, na udemokrasia.
Maombi yangu ni kwamba nchi hii ninayoipenda sana
itaungana siku moja, na mizizi ya mgawanyiko na ya migogoro
haitapata tena ardhi yenye rutuba. Ubaya unakua wakati wowote
haujabainika, na huu ni wakati wa kukabiliana na  uovu wa
ubaguzi wa rangi na kuushinda. 
KESI ZA COVID-19 ZINAKUA POLEPOLE BARANI 
AFRIKA-KWANINI NA JINSI GANI?
naye Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Wakati mkurupuko wa COVID19 ulikuwa unaharibu vikali
nchi zenye nguvu na uwezo, miongoni mwao Marekani,
Ufaransa, Italia, Uchina, na Uhispania, bara la Afrika, likiwa ni
maarufu kwa milipuko ya mikurupuko kama Ebola, awali ilisajili
kesi chache. Hivi karibuni, bara hili limeanza kuona ongezeko za
kesi chanya.
Mnamo Juni 11, Afrika iliripoti jumla ya kesi 150,102 ziki-
wemo na kesi 4,815 kwa masaa 24 tu ya tarehe ya ripoti. Pia
mnamo Julai 11, Shirika la Afya Ulimwenguni (WHO) lilih-
esabu jumla ya vifo 3,593. Vifo 100 vikijitokeza kati ya masaa
24 ya kuripotiwa. Afrika ya Kusini na Nigeria waliongeza
orodha hiyo na kesi 55, 421 na 13, 873 kwa mtawaliwa huo.
COVID-19 iligunduliwa kwa mara ya kwanza barani Afrika
katikati ya mwezi wa Februari. 
Ripoti ya Kiafrika, mshirika wa Jarida Jeune Afrique, pamoja
na machapisho mengine mengi, wamenadharia maandishi kad-
haa ili kujaribu kuelezea kuenea polepole kusambazwa kwa
COVID-19 kwa bara la Afrika. Kwa mwanzo, nchi nyingi
barani Afrika zilitekeleza hatua kali za kinga mara moja, pamoja
na nchi za Afrika Mashariki kama Rwanda, Uganda, na Kenya
zilifunga kabisa mipaka yao na kuchukua mapema sana hatua
zingine za kuizuia.
Pia, raia wa bara hilo kwa ujumla hawasafiri kwenda nje ya
nchi kwa sehemu kubwa, walipunguza mawasiliano na maeneo
ya ulimwenguni. Kati ya kesi chanya nchini Rwanda, idadi
kubwa imelingana na watu wanaosafiri kutoka nchi za Asia au
Magharibi, ambao waliingia Rwanda kabla ya kufunga mipaka
yake ya angani na ardhini.
Zaidi ya hayo, bara hili lina tasnia nzuri ya nguo, ambayo
hutoa masks ya nguo, na mfumo wa matunzo ya kiafya inay-
otumiwa kuzuia wingi wa mikurupuko kama vile Ebola. Ripoti
ya Kiafrika imependekeza kusema kwamba hali ya hewa ya
kitropiki na ikweta ambako zipo nchi nyingi za Kiafrika in-
geweza kuzuia kuenea kwa virusi hivyo, lakini mtafiti Pierre-
Marie Girard, Makamu wa kiongozi wa Mambo ya Kimataifa
kunako Taasisi ya Pasteur, wakiwa pamoja na wanasayansi
wengine wengi, wamegundua kwamba coronavirus "Hujizidisha
bila shida kwenye majira joto," tofautisha na nadharia. 
Hata bila COVID-19, Afrika imekuwa katika shida dhidi ya
magonjwa, na nakala zimekuwa ziki ji swali juu ya utayari wa
Afrika katika uhusiano ulioko kati ya vitanda vya kitengo cha
utunzaji mkuu (ICU) na kadhalika. Nchi nyingi zina viingilizi
chini ya tano kwa wakazi wote. Gazeti New York Times iliripoti
mnamo Aprili kwamba, "Sudani ya Kusini, taifa lenye watu mil-
ioni 11, ina marais makamu (watano) wengi kuliko viingilishi
(nne)."
Ongezeko la sisitizo lililo kwa upande wa wengi humu
Marekani ili kufungua uchumi ni tofauti sana na ilivyo barani
Afrika, ambapo raia hawawa shinikize sana viongozi wao, na
zaidi wamezoea kufuata maagizo. Kwa kesi la COVID-19, hii
inaweza kusaidia viongozi wa Kiafrika kuweka uchumi wao ku-
fungwa, na kushinda vita dhidi ya virusi na majeruhi machache.
Hata hivyo viongozi kadhaa, kama kwa Tanzania na Burundi,
wamekuwa chini ya changamoto kwa kuweka namba za kesi
kuwa siri, na kutekeleza hatua zisizo za kutosha kwa kinga.
EVARISTE NDAYISHIMIYE KUAPISHWA KAMA RAIS WA BURUNDI
BAADA YA KIFO CHA MWENYE NGUVU NKURUNZIZA 
naye Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Korti ya katiba ya Burundi iliamua kwamba Evariste Nday-
ishimiye anapaswa kuapishwa kama rais baada ya kifo cha ghafla
cha mwenye nguvu Nkurunziza, ambaye muhula wake ulitaza-
miwa kumaliza mnamo Agosti 2020. Warundi na marafiki wao
wanaomboleza kifo cha ghafla cha Nkurunziza Jumatatu, Juni 8
kunako Hospitali la Cinquantenaire ya Karusi la Burundi.
Rais Nkurunziza alikufa kutokana na moyo kushindwa, kwa
mujibu wa tangazo la Katibu Mkuu mnamo tarehe Juni 9.
Tangazo hilo liliripoti kwamba Nkurunziza alikuwa akihudhuria
mchezo wa mpira wa wavu Jumamosi, Juni 7 na alionekana
akiwa mwenye afya nzuri, lakini baadaye afya yake ilidhoofika
kwa haraka.
Changamoto za kisiasa zilikuwa katika muchanganiko kutaka
kujua ni nani atachukua madaraka na kuendelesha baada ya
Nkurunziza, ambaye alifariki karibu na mwisho wa muhula
wake. Kulingana na Aljazeera, mahakama ya katiba ilisema
kwamba kipindi cha mpito sio lazima, na kwamba rais aliyech-
aguliwa anapaswa kuapishwa mapema iwezekanavyo.
Mnamo Mei 18, Amjambo Afrika iliripoti kwamba wakati
ulimwengu unajitahidi kudhibiti mkurupuko wa ulimwengu wa
COVID-19, nchi iliandaa uchaguzi wa rais na wabunge ambapo
umati wa watu na mikutano ilifanyika bila masks au mtengo wa
kijamii. Mara kadhaa katika wiki za hivi karibuni, vyombo vya
habari vya kijamii vilimwonyesha Rais Nkurunziza - Mkristo
mwenye bidii - akijitokeza kwenye mikusanyiko mingi ya
Kikristo, akipunguza hatari zinazohusiana na hili janga. Katika
chapisho moja lililo sambazwa sana, alisema kuwa COVID-19
hupita angani, lakini kwamba Mungu alikuwa ameitakasa hewa
kiasi kwamba haiwezi kuwemo na virusi.
Gazeti the Guardian iliripoti kwamba baadhi ya vyombo vya
habari vime taja rais kwamba anaweza kuwa ameambukizwa na
Coronavirus mpya, ambayo hatimaye  ilisababisha kifo chake
cha mapema. Mke wake Denise Nkurunziza, ambaye alikim-
bizwa kwa ghafla Kenya kwa ajili ya huduma ya afya tarehe Mei
28, amerudi nchini Burundi baada ya kifo cha mumewe. Gazeti
the Daily Nation liliripoti kwamba alikuwa akitibiwa kwa ajili ya
COVID-19 na hali ya kimsingi
"Ikiwa inathibitishwa kwamba Rais Nkurunziza alifariki ku-
tokana na ugonjwa wa coronavirus, ingeweza kuwa fundisho
kwa viongozi ambao bado wanadharau kuchukulia ugonjwa huu
hatua na wala hawasaidii watu wao kuudhibiti," alivyosema
mkimbizi toka Burundi ambaye sasa anaishi
Concord, New Hampshire, na ambaye
hakupata habari za asubuhi za tarehe Juni 9.
Alisema kwamba amekuwa akizungumza na
wanafamilia nchini Burundi ambao wal-
imthibitishia kwamba serikali inachambua
uchapishaji wa habari kuhusu COVID-19.
Nkurunziza anaweza kuwa rais wa kwanza
kufa kutokana na COVID-19, ili ripoti
New York Post.
MPAKA WA CANADA UNAFUNGWA 
Katika mabadiliko makubwa ya sera, Waziri Mkuu wa Canada
Justin Trudeau alitangaza mnamo Machi kuwa Canada itawaon-
doa watafutaji wa hifadhi ambao walijaribu kuvuka mpaka ku-
tokea Marekani. Uamuzi huo unasemekana kuwa hatua ya kinga
dhidi ya uambukizi wa COVID-19. Mnamo Juni 16, agizo hilo
lilipanuliwa kwa mwezi mwingine, hadi angalau Julai 21. Ikiwa
watafutaji wa hifadhi wanawasili kwenye mpaka kabla ya Julai
21 na wanawasiliana na Polisi toka Royal Canadian lililowekwa
tayari, watakuwa kwenye hatari ya kupeanwa kwa ICE huko
Marekani, na kutumwa mara moja kwa vituo vya ulinzi(jela). Na
kutoka hapo wanaweza kurudishwa nchini walikotoka.
Tangu Machi idadi ndogo ya watafutaji hifadhi – kimsingi
hasa Watoka Haiti – wamefukuzwa kwenye mpaka, ikiwa ni
pamoja na walio fika kwa njia panya ya barabara inayojulikana
kama Roxham Road kuvukia New York, ambayo iko umbali wa
maili tano kutoka kivuko halali kwa mpaka. Hapo awali maafisa
walikuwa wameruhusu wanaotafuta hifadhi kuvuka kupitia
Barabara ya Roxham, na pia katika bandari rasmi za kuingia,
kama vile Niagara Falls na Champlain-St. Bernard de Lacolle.
Katika miaka ya hivi karibuni, raia wengi wa Kiafrika
wanaoomba hifadhi huko Canada wametoka Nigeria, Jamhuri
ya Kidemokrasia ya Kongo, Sudani, Eritrea, Angola, na Burundi.
Maneno vinywani mwao yanaonyesha kuwa watafutaji wa hi-
fadhi hawa walianza kupima uzito wa faida ya kuondoka Maine
kwenda Canada mnamo mwaka wa 2017, wakati harakati za
utawala wa sasa kupambana na uhamiaji zilionyesha kwamba
mfumo wa maombi ya hifadhi wa Marekani ulivunjwa. Baadhi
ya waombaji wa hifadhi ambao walifika Maine majira ya joto ya
2019 kutokea mpaka wa kusini waliendelea hadi Canada waki
tokea Portland wakati huo.
a real need for relief for people in Maine and across the
country, and it’s time for leaders in Washington to get to
work. 
Frontline workers have put their own health and safety at
risk to continue to serve Mainers across the state. eir work
and sacrifice must be recognized and rewarded, and I believe
Congress should establish hazard pay for frontline workers
and extend them additional educational and health care ben-
efits.
We must recognize frontline workers’ sacrifice and I sup-
port efforts to do just that.”
Sweet: Immediately, the best thing we can do to show our
front-line workers that they are valued is by providing them
with the equipment they need to do their jobs. e U.S. gov-
ernment has failed our frontline workers, especially our
health care workers, at providing them with the equipment
and tools they need to tackle this crisis while keeping them
and their families safe. For all frontline workers, who rou-
tinely risk their lives every day, we need to show them that
we are invested in their wellbeing as well. is means ensur-
ing that all frontline workers receive hazard pay, as well as
raising the minimum wage to $15/hour so that these work-
ers are receiving at least a living wage for their essential work.
We also must provide paid sick leave so that people who are
ill can stay at home and paid family medical leave so they
can care for loved ones if they are sick.  
Frontline workers should also not have to worry about
their own health during this time, especially as many must
continue working for fear of losing the income they are de-
pendent on. We need to enact Medicare for All so that work-
ers and all people living in America do not have the threat of
medical bankruptcy hanging over their heads if they were to
possibly get sick and seek life-saving treatment.  Further-
more, no frontline worker should fear for their future in this
country because of their immigration status.
H
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iyadoo adduunku la halgamayo sidii loo
xakameyn lahaa faafitaanka adduunka ee
COVID-19, waddanku wuxuu abaabulay
doorashooyin madaxweynenimo iyo sharci-
dejin ah halkaas oo dadweynihii iyo isu-
soo-baxyadii lagu qabtay iyada oo aan
waji-waxba lagu xiran iyo kala fogeynta bul-
shada la hirgalinin. Dhowr jeer oo tod-
dobaadyadii la soo dhaafay, warbaahinta
bulshada ayaa muujisay Madaxweyne Nku-
runziza - oo ah Masiixi aad u aaminsan- oo
ka soo muuqday shirar badan oo Masi-
ixiyiin ah, isagoo yareynaya khatarya la xiriirta cudurka. Hal qo-
raal oo aad u can baxay, wuxuu ku sheegay in COVID-19 uu
hawada maro, laakiin in Eebbe nadiifiyey hawada si uusan u
qaadin fayraska.
e Guardian ayaa soo werisay in qaar ka mid ah warbaahinta
ay u malaynayaan in madaxweynaha laga yaabo inuu ku dhacay
coronavirus-ka cusub, kaasoo sababay dhimashadiisa aan la fi-
layn. Denise Nkurunziza, xaaskiisa, oo loola cararay Kenya si ay
u hesho daryeel caafimaad 28-kii May, ayaa dib ugu laabatay
dalka Burundi, kadib markii ninkeedii uu dhintay. Daily Nation
ayaa soo werisay in laga daaweynayay COVID-19 iyo xaalado
kale.
"Haddii la caddeeyo in Madaxweyne Nkurunziza uu u
dhintey coronavirus, waa in ay cashar u dhigtaa hog-
gaamiyeyaasha weli quudhsanaya cudurkan oo aan ka caaw-
inaynin dadkooda in ay qaadaan," ayuu yiri qaxooti reer Burundi
ah oo hadda dib u degay Concord, New Hampshire, oo laga
waraystay warka subaxnimadii Juun 9. Waxay sheegtay inay la
hadashay xubno ka tirsan qoyska Burundi oo u xaqiijiyey inay
dawladdu daaha ka qaadday daabacaadda macluumaadka ku
saabsan COVID-19. Nkurunziza waxaa laga yaabaa inuu noqdo
madaxweynihii ugu horreeyay ee u dhinta COVID-19, New
York Post ayaa qortay.
XADKA KANADA WUU XIRAN YAHAY
Isbadal siyaasadeed oo weyn, Raiisel wasaaraha Kanada Justin
Trudeau ayaa ku dhawaaqay bishii Maarso in Kanada ayna
qaadanayn magangalyo-doonka isku daya inay kasoo gudbaan
xuduuda Mareykanka. Go'aanka ayaa la sheegay inuu yahay ta-
laabo ilaalin ah oo ka dhan ah gudbinta COVID-19. Juun 16,
amarkan ayaa lagu kordhiyey bil kale, illaa ugu yaraan Luulyo
21. Haddii magangelyo-dooneyaasha ay soo gaaraan xadka ka
hor July 21 oo ay la xiriiraan Booliska Canadian Mounted Po-
lice, waxay halis ugu jiraan in loo wareejiyo ICE ee Mareykanka,
oo loo diro xarumaha dadka lagu xiro. Halkaas oo laga musaa-
furin karo.
Ilaa iyo bishii Maarso tiro yar oo magangalyo-doon ah - oo
ubadan  Haitians - ayaa runtii dib loogu soo celiyey xadka, waxaa
kaloo laga soo celiyay jidka caanka ah ee loo yaqaan Jidka Rox-
ham Road ee New York, oo ku yaala shan mayl marka laga soo
gudbayo xadka rasmiga ah ee ugu dhow. Mas'uuliyiintii hore
waxay u oggolaadeen magangalyo-doonka inay ka gudbaan Rox-
ham Road, iyo sidoo kale Dekadaha laga soo galo, sida Niagara
Falls iyo Champlain – St. Bernard de Lacolle.
Sanadihii la soo dhaafay, inta ugu badan muwaadiniinta
Afrikaanka ah ee magangalyo weydiista Kanada waxay ka yi-
maadeen Nigeria, Jamhuuriyadda Dimuqraadiga ah ee Kongo,
Suudaan, Ereteriya, Angola, iyo Burundi. Waxaa cad in in mag-
angalyo-dooneyaashu bilaabeen inay qiimeeyaan faa'iidooyinka
ugu jira inay katagaan Maine oo aadaan Kanada sanadkii 2017,
markii hadalada ka dhanka ah soogalootiga ee maamulka hada
jira ay cadeeyeen in nidaamka magangalyada Mareykanka uuna
shaqaynayn. Qaar ka mid ah magangalyo-doonka yimid Maine
xagaaga 2019 ee ka yimi xadka koonfureed ayaa sii watay soc-
daalkoodii ay ugu socdeen Kanada kuwaasoo kabaxay Portland
wakhtigaas.
somali Translation
JULY EDITORIAL - THE DEATH OF GEORGE FLOYD
Waxaa qoray Georges Budagu Makoko
Dilka George Floyd 25-kii Maajo oo uu dilay sarkaal booliis
Minisota ah wuxuu caddeyn u yahay xadgudubka loogysto
dadka madowga oo ay ugaystaan sharci fuliyayaashu wuxuuna
u diray mowjado naxdin leh Mareykanka iyo daafaha adduunka.
Malaayiin ayaa sida daadka ugu soo baxay wadooyinka si ay ugu
dalbadaan cadaalad Floyd, iyo sidoo kale in lahelo isbedel
nidaam ah oo ah qaabka loola dhaqmo dadka madow ee
Mareykanka, gaar ahaan laxiriirta fulinta sharciga, halka
adeegsiga awooda aan loo baahneyn ay keentay dhimashada dad
aad u badan. Dadka dhamaan daafaha dalka waxay codsadeen in
siyaasado iyo habraacyo si deg deg ah loo hirgaliyo si loo hubiyo
in si isku mid ah loola dhaqmo amaan na uu helo muwaadin
kasta oo ku nool Mareykanka.
Maadaama aan ahay qof ku soo barbaaray Jamhuuriyadda
Dimuqraadiga ah ee Kongo, halkaas oo tiro aan lasheegin oo
dilal aad u xun ay ka dhaceen kaasoo ay gaysteen gacmo arxan la-
awayaasha ah, aad bay iigu xanuun badneyd inaan daawado fi-
idiyowga geerida George Floyd. Daawashada nin rajo la'aana, oo
dhulka yaalla, oo murugaysan oo baryaya si’uu u badbaadiyo
naiisa, wuxuu ahaa mid aad u naxdin badan oo iga yaabisay
doorka ay saraakiisha booliisku ay ula dhaqmaan bulshada
madow. Muuqaalka sarkaal booliis ah oo jilibkiisa qoorta Floyd
dhulk kula dhajiyay ma aha mid aan si fudud iskaga ilaawi karo.
Xaqiiqda ah in saraakiil booliis ah ay caawiyeen askariga, hadana
sida muuqata in dad kale ay goob joog u ahayeen dhimashada,
oo ay ku boorinayaan askarta in ay u naxariistaan, iyagoo du-
ubay fiidiyoowga dilista, ayaa ka sii murugooday. Ma jirin wax
kiciyay dareenka saraakiisha. Anigoo ah nin madow oo wiil ku
dhalay dalkaan, ma aanan helin ereyo aan ku sharraxo sida
dilkani uu udhacay, iskaba daa sawirka weyn ee midab-takoorka
ee dalka Mareykanka.
Marka nolol bini'aadam ay ku lunto gacmaha arxan la-
awayaasha iyo naxariis darada, murugada iyo naxdinta ay
ugeysato dadka dhibanaha ah ee la jecelyahay waxay ka tagtaa
xasuus xanuun badan oo weligood la noolaan doonta, iyagoo
dhiiri galinaya su'aalo aan dhammaad laheyn oo ku saabsan
sababta dadka qaarkiis ula dhaqmaan siyaabo xun xun oo
noocaas oo kale dadka kale. . Bishii Oktoobar 4, 2011 waxaa
dhintay adeerkay, oo aan aad u jeclaa, ka dib markii uu kudhin-
tay gacanta millateriga Mai Mai ee Koonfurta Kivu, Jamhu-
uriyadda Dimuqraadiga ee Kongo. Waxaa ladilay inaadeerkey
iyo 7 kale oo shaqaale samafal ah oo aan waxba galabsan. Waa la
jirdilay oo si arxan darro ah ayaa loo laayay oo looga tegey jidka.
Waxaan qiyaasayaa daqiiqadihii ugu dambeeyay noloshooda,
iyo codsigoodii naxariis, in aan ladhagaysan iyagoo nau kasii
baxayso.
Malaayiintii usoo baxday wasooyinka oo kasoo baxay maga-
alo kasta oo Mareykanka ah, iyo adduunka oo dhan, xitaa iyadoo
lagudhex jiro masiibada COVID-19 ee hadda jirta, waxay si
weyn u rabaan hoggaamiyeyaasha Mareykanka inay dib-u-
habeyn ku sameeyaan nidaamka hirgelinta sharciga ee hadda jira
si ugu dambeyntiina ay u helaan amaan dadkoo dhami, iyadoo
aan loo kala soocin midab ama isir. Isbedel ayaa si ‘ aad ah loogu
baahan yahay. Soogalootiga, ee u soo guurey Mareykanka ka dib
markii ay ka soo baxsadeen geeri iyo silcii dalalkooda, way adag
tahay in carruurtooda loo sharxo in wixii ay ka soo carareen ay
dhab ahaan ka dhici karaan halkan Mareykanka, sidoo kale
Soogalootiga waxay uhaystaan wadankan inuu yahay mid
tusaale u ah cadaalad sare iyo dimoqraadiyad.
Ducadaydu waxay tahay in waddankan aan aad u jeclahay uu
midoobi doono, oo xididdada kala qaybsanaanta iyo isku dhaca
ayna heli doonin wax taageera. Sharku wuu fuulayaa markasta
oo aan la tilmaamin, waana waqtigii la wajihi lahaa sharka cun-
suriyadda oo laga adkaan lahaa.
KIISASKA COVID-19 AYAA SI TARTIIB AH KOR UGU SII KACAYA
QAARADA AFRIKA- SIDEE AYUU KUDHACAY WAA MAXAY SABABTU?
Waxaa qoray Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Markii uu cudurka COVID19 ee dillaacay uu khalkhal geli-
nayay waddammada awoodda weyn leh, oo ay ka mid tahay
Mareykanka, Faransiiska, Talyaaniga, Shiinaha, iyo Isbanishka,
qaaradda Afrika, oo caan ku ah faafidda cudurrada faafa sida
Ebola, oo markii hore la diiwaangeliyay kiisas yar. Dhawaan, si
kastaba ha noqotee, qaaradda waxay bilaabtay inay aragto koror
ku yimaada kiisaska dadka laga helay.
Bishii Juunyo 11keedii, Afrika waxay soo sheegtay 150,102
kiis oo wadar ahaan ah 4,815 kiis 24 saac gudahood laga soo bi-
laabo maalinta warbixinta lasoo saaray. Sidoo kale bishii Luulyo
11, Ururka Caafimaadka Adduunka (WHO) wuxuu tiriyay
3,593 dhimasho. iyadoo 100 qof ay ku dhinteen 24 saac guda-
hood laga soo bilaabo maalinta warbixinta lasoo saaray. Koon-
fur Afrika iyo Nigeria ayaa liiska ka galay meel sare 55, 421 iyo
13, 873 kiis siday u kala horreeyaan. COVID-19 waxaa markii
ugu horraysay laga ogaaday Afrika badhtamihii Febraayo.
Waxaa laga soo xigtay: Warbixinta Xaaladda WHO 143 ee Juun
11 2020
Warbixinta Afrika, oo ay iska kaashadeen Joune Afrique Mag-
azine, oo ay weheliso qoraalo kale oo badan, ayaa dib u dhigey
dhowr aragtiyood si ay isugu dayaan oo ay u sharxaan bilowga
gaabiska ah ee COVID-19 ee qaaradda Afrika. Markii ugu hor-
reysay, inta badan waddamada Afrika waxay fuliyeen tallaa-
booyin kahortag heer sare ah isla markiiba, iyadoo waddamada
Bariga Afrika sida Rwanda, Uganda, iyo Kenya ay gebi ahaanba
xireen xuduudahooda isla markaana ay qaadeen tallaabooyin kale
oo ka hortag ah goor hore.
Sidoo kale, muwaaddiniinta qaaradda ayaa guud ahaan aanan
usfrin dibedda taasoo ah arin aad muhiim u ah. taas oo yarey-
naysa inay xiriir layeeshaan meelaha uu cudurku ku badan yahay
ee aduunka. Xaaladaha laga helay cudurka ee ka jira Rwanda, tiro
aad ubadan oo ka mid ah ayaa waxay ka qaadeen dad ka soo safray
Aasiya ama waddamada reer Galbeedka, kuwaas oo galay
Rwanda ka hor intii aysan xirin xuduudeeda hawada iyo dhulka.
Intaa waxaa sii dheer, qaaraddu waxay ku haysataa warshado
farshaxan oo firfircoon, oo soo saaraya maaskaro maro ah, iyo
nidaam daryeel caafimaad oo loo isticmaalo in lagaga hortago
cudurada sida Ebola. Warbixinta Afrika ayaa soo jeedisay in cim-
ilada kuleylka iyo Meesha ay kuyaalaan wadamada Afrika ay
xakameyn karaan faafitaanka viruska, si kastaba ha ahaatee cilmi-
baaraha Pierre-Marie Girard, Madaxweyne kuxigeenka Arimaha
Caalamiga ee Machadka Pasteur, iyo saynisyahano kale oo badan,
ayaa ogaaday in coronavirus “uu kubato cimilada kulaylka ah si
aan dhib lahayn” taasoo beeninaysa fikrada ah in uusan kufaafin
kulaylaha. 
Xitaa iyada oo aan COVID-19 jirin, Afrika waxay la hal-
gameysaa cudur, qoraalo badan ayaa iyaguna diiradda saaray oo
su'aal ka keenaya diyaarsanaanta Afrika marka la eego xaga sari-
iraha ICU iyo wixii la mid ah. Wadamo badan ayaa leh wax ka yar
shan mashiinka neea taasoo loogu talagalay dadka oo dhan.
New York Times ayaa werisay bishii Abriil in, “Koonfurta Suu-
daan, oo ah waddan 11 milyan ka badan, ay leeyihiin
madaxweyne kuxigeeno ka badan (shan) marka loo eego mashi-
inada neea oo ah (afar)”.
Caga jiididda sii kordheysa ee qayb badan oo ka mid ah
Mareykanka si loo furo dhaqaalaha ayaa aad uga duwan kan
Afrika, halkaasoo muwaadiniintu ayna kabaran hogaamiyayaas-
hoodu inay cadaadiyaa, oo ay caado u leeyihiin inay raacaan
qawaaniinta. xaalada COVID-19, waxay caawin kartaa
hogaamiyayaasha Afrika inay xiraan dhaqaalahooda, oo ay ka gu-
uleystaan dagaalka ka dhanka ah fayraska iyadoo ay jiraan waxy-
eelo aan yareyn. Hogaamiyaasha qaar, si kastaba ha ahaatee, sida
Tansaaniya iyo Burundi, waxaa lagu dhalleeceeyay inay qarsoodi
ka dhigaan tirooyinka dadka qaba, iyo inay hirgeliyaan tallaa-
booyin ilaalin ah oo aan ku filneyn.
EVARISTE NDAYISHIMIYE OO LOO DHAARINAYO INUU NOQDO
MADAXWEYNAHA BURUNDI KADIB GEERIDII KU TIMID NKURUNZIZA
Waxaa qoray Damascene Hakuzimana
Maxakamada dastuuriga ah ee Burundi ayaa xukuntay in
Evariste Ndayishimiye loo dhaariyo madaxweynaha ka dib dhi-
mashadii lama filaanka ahayd ee Nkurunziza, oo waqtigiisii loo
qorsheeyay inuu dhaco bisha Agoosto 2020. Dadka reer Burundi
iyo asxaabtooda ayaa u barooranaya geerida lama filaanka ah ee
Isniinta, Juun 8 ee ka dhacayday magaalada Hôpital du ee Bu-
rundi. Cinquantenaire de Karusi.
Madaxweyne Nkurunziza wuxuu u dhintay
wadne xanuun, sida lagu sheegay bayaan uu
soo saaray xoghayaha guud bishii Juun 9.
Baaqa ayaa sheegay in Nkurunziza uu ka
qeybgalay ciyaar kubbadda laliska ah
Sabtidii, Juun 7, una muuqatay inuu si
wanaagsan wax u qabanayo, laakiin in-
taas ka dib caafimaadkiisu si dhakhso ah
ayuu u xumaaday.
Qulqulatooyin siyaasadeed ayaa ka jiray
taasoo ku saabsan cidda kala wareegeysa Nku-
runziza, oo dhintey dhammaadkii waqtigiisii. Sida
laga soo xigtay Aljazeera, maxkamadda dastuuriga ah
waxay sheegtay in modo kumeelgaar ah uusan muhiim
aheyn, loona baahan yahay in madaxweynaha la door-
tay loo dhaariyo sida ugu dhaqsaha badan.
Bishii Meey 18keedii, Amjambo Afrika waxay soo werisay in
8 amjambo africa!
COVID-19 Cases slowly rising on the 
African Continent-Why and how? 
While the COVID19 outbreak was ravaging superpower countries, among them the
United States, France, Italy, China, and Spain, the African continent, infamous for out-
breaks of epidemics like Ebola, initially registered few cases. Recently, however, the con-
tinent has started seeing an increase in positive cases. 
On June 11, Africa reported 150,102 total cases with 4,815 cases within just 24 hours
of the reporting date. Also on July 11, the World Health Organization (WHO) counted
3,593 deaths, with 100 deaths occurring within 24 hours of reporting. South Africa and
Nigeria topped the list with 55, 421 and 13, 873 cases, respectively. COVID-19 was first
detected in Africa in mid-February.
Source: WHO Situation report 143 of June 11, 2020
e African Report, an affiliate of Jeune Afrique Magazine, along with many other pub-
lications, has postulated a number of theories to try to explain the initial slow spread of
COVID-19 on the African continent. To begin with, most countries in Africa imple-
mented draconian protective measures right away, with East African countries like
Rwanda, Uganda, and Kenya completely closing their borders and adopting other pre-
ventive measures early in the disease’s spread.
Also, the continent’s citizens don’t generally travel overseas a great deal, which reduced
contact with global hotspots. Of the positive cases in Rwanda, a considerable number are
connected to people traveling from Asian or Western countries, who entered Rwanda be-
fore it shut down its air and land borders.
Additionally, the continent boasts a vibrant textile industry, which produces cloth masks,
and a health care system that is accustomed to mass outbreaks such as Ebola. e African
Report has suggested that the tropical and equatorial climate of most African countries
might suppress the spread of the virus. However, researcher Pierre-Marie Girard, Vice Pres-
ident of International Affairs at the Pasteur Institute, along with many other scientists, ob-
served that coronavirus “multiplies without problem in the heat,” discrediting the theory.
Even without COVID-19, Africa struggles against disease, and articles have been trend-
ing that question the preparedness of Africa in relation to ICU beds and the like. Many
countries have fewer than five ventilators for the entire population. e New York Times
reported in April that, “South Sudan, a nation of 11 million, has more vice presidents
(five) than ventilators (four).” 
e growing insistence on the part of many in the United States to open the economy
is very different than in Africa, where citizens are less used to pressuring their leaders, and
more accustomed to following orders. In the case of COVID-19, this may help African
leaders keep their economies shut, and win the battle against the virus with fewer casual-
ties. Some leaders, however, such as in Tanzania and Burundi, have been under fire for
keeping case numbers secret, and for implementing inadequate protective measures.
Evariste Ndayishimiye to be sworn in as President 
of Burundi after death of incumbent Nkurunziza 
Burundi’s constitutional court ruled that Evariste Ndayishimiye should be sworn in as
president aer the abrupt death of the incumbent Pierre Nkurunziza, whose term was set
to expire in August 2020. Burundians and their friends mourned Nkurunziza’s unantici-
pated death on Monday, June 8, at Burundi’s Hôpital du Cinquantenaire de Karusi.
President Nkurunziza died from heart failure, according to an announcement by the
Secretary General on June 9. e announcement reported that Nkurunziza had attended
a volleyball match on Saturday, June 7, and appeared to be doing well, but that aerward
his health quickly deteriorated.
Political pundits were in a dilemma about who would take over from Nkurunziza, who
died near end of his tenure. According to Al Jazeera, the constitutional court said that an
interim period was not necessary, and that the elected president should be sworn in as
early as possible. 
On May 18, Amjambo Africa reported that, while the world was struggling to contain
the global outbreak of COVID-19, the country organized presidential and legislative elec-
tions where crowds and rallies were held without masks or social distancing. Several times
in recent weeks, social media showed President Nkurunziza – an ardent Christian – ap-
pearing at numerous Christian gatherings, minimizing the risks associated with the pan-
demic. In one post that went viral, he said that COVID-19 passes through the air, but
that God had purified the air so it would not contain the virus.
e Guardian reported that some media outlets conjecture the president may have con-
tracted the new coronavirus, which caused his death. Denise Nkurunziza, his wife, who
had been rushed to Kenya for health care on May 28, returned to Burundi aer the pass-
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ing of her husband. e Daily Nation reported that she was being treated for COVID-19 and an underly-
ing condition.
“If it is proven that President Nkurunziza died from coronavirus, it should teach a lesson to leaders who
still disdain this disease and are not helping their populations to contain it,” said a Burundian refugee now
resettled in Concord, New Hampshire, who was caught off guard by the news on the morning of June 9. She
said she has been talking to family members in Burundi who confirmed to her that the state was censoring
publication of information about COVID-19. Nkurunziza might be the first president to die from COVID-
19, reports the New York Post. 
Terrorist Abdelmalek Droukdel captured by French troops in
Mali; Boko Haram kills 81 civilians in Nigeria
June 10 marked a blow to Al-Qaeda in Maghreb, when the Islamic terrorist group’s chief Abdelmalek
Droukel was captured in a raid by the French army and the Sahel Coalition, according to the BBC.  
France’s Defense Minister Florence Parly told the BBC that Droukdel had been killed along with mem-
bers of his inner circle in Mali. French forces also captured a senior Islamic state group commander in May.
e France Defense Minister called these operations a “severe blow to the terrorist groups.” 
Terrorist groups have been responsible for a long series of deadly attacks in North Africa. e 2016 attack
on a hotel in Burkina Faso’s capital city of Ougadougou killed 30 civilians and injured 150, and was or-
chestrated  by Droukdel, who was based in the Maghreb, according to the BBC. 
In February, Amjambo Africa reported on the launch of the Sahel Coalition, which was formed to com-
bat terrorist groups that have attacked and killed both governmental forces and  French forces established
in the region: “African countries, France form ‘Coalition for the Sahel’ to defeat terrorism.”
Relief in North Africa has been matched by grief in West Africa. Al-jazeera reports that the Islamic State
West Africa Province (ISWAP), a faction of the Boko Haram terrorist group, has claimed responsibility for
coordinated attacks that have killed at least 81 people between June 9 and 13. Additionally, a United Na-
tions humanitarian base and a police station in Nigeria’s Borno State were both burned to the ground. e
terrorists had warned local residents not to work with government and international aid agencies. 
Boko Haram is an Islamic terrorist group based primarily in Nigeria, whose operations swing between
Nigeria, Niger, Chad, and Cameroon. Boko Haram hopes to turn Nigeria into an Islamic state governed by
Sharia law. “Boko Haram” means “opposing western education.”
Jean Hakuzimana worked in Chad in 2017. He visited communities on the Chad-Niger border, among them
communities of people displaced by Boko Haram terrorists.
Rwanda’s economy expected to grow: a look into an African nation’s budget plan
during COVID-19 
On June 22, Rwanda’s Finance Minister presented his annual budget to parliament for approval. is
year’s budget process is coupled with a lockdown, due to the pandemic. As in many nations, Rwanda’s
economy has been impacted by COVID-19. Reuters reports that, despite the impact of COVID-19,
Rwanda’s economy is expected to grow 2% in 2020, 6.3% in 2021, and 8% in 2022, according to Finance
Minister Dr. Uzziel Ndagijimana.  
Rwanda has enjoyed good economic performance in recent years, thanks to an easing of policies about
doing business in the country. e 2020/2021 Rwandan annual budget amounts to 3.2 trillion Rwan-
dan Francs, according to the country’s only – and pro-government – daily paper, e NewTimes. e
Finance Minister expects the country to see an increase in external borrowing, as it faces a 35% drop in
tourism revenue and a decline of 62% in foreign direct investments due to COVID-19. Rwanda had
been relying on taxes to shrink its dependency on external aid. e 2020/2021 tax revenue is projected
to be 1,421.4 billion Rwandan Francs, lower than the 1,569 billion projected in the revised budget for
financial year 2019/20, according to The NewTimes.  
DRC President’s Chief of Staff gets unprecedented 20-year jail sentence for corruption
On June 20, Vital Kamerhe, 61, former Chief of Staff to President Felix Tshisekedi of the Democratic
Republic of Congo, was found guilty of embezzling $48.8 million of public funds in collaboration with
Lebanese businessman Jammal Samih, according to the court in Kinshasa. e judge handed a 20- year
jail sentence to both Kamerhe and Jammal Samih. Kamerhe’s lawyer has said his client will appeal.  
Kamerhe’s arrest has rocked the Congolese political establishment, according to Al-jazeera. He is the
leader of the influential Union for the Congolese Nation party, which partnered with Tshisekedi to win
the election in 2018. Analysts see the Kamerhe case as a bold step on Tshisekedi’s part to root out ram-
pant corruption in Congo. Others – primarily from Kamerhe’s party – view the case as an attempt to
limit Kamerhe’s presidential bid in 2023.  
Africa eyes direction of the World Trade Organization 
e World Trade Organization (WHO) leadership is up for grabs aer the resignation of Roberto
Azevedo, current Director General, and candidates are presenting themselves from all corners of the
world, including Africa. e Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) has endorsed
the candidacy of Nigerian Dr. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, according to Nigeria’s Nairametrics. Egypt has
nominated Abdel-Hamid Mamdouh for the position. Kenya’s Ambassador Amina Mohamed’s candi-
dacy has been touted, though she has not yet formally submitted her name. e nomination period
closes July 8.  
Nigeria’s nomination for the powerful post is Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, a renowned economist known
continent-wide. Like the other candidates, she is competing to run the WTO for 2021-2025. Chair-
person Mahamadou Issoufou of the ECOWAS’s Heads of State and Government issued a statement
inviting both African and non-African countries to support Okonjo-Iweala’s candidacy.  
e organization is facing crucial times, according to economic experts, and the ongoing trade wars
between the United States, China, and other countries will be a litmus test for whomever gets this job.  
Ethiopia is hub to deliver respirators to Latin Americans
An in the Financial Times has reported that buyers are using Ethiopia instead of the United States and
Europe as a staging ground for respirators purchased in China and bound for Latin America. e move
occurs aer cargoes of respirators purchased from China were seized during refueling stops in Europe
and the U.S. e Governor of Maranhão state in Brazil said the shi to Ethiopia has gone well. 
Girum Abebe, Director for Latin America at Ethiopian Airlines, told the Financial Times that they
offered to help aer realizing that the Latin American countries needed assistance. As passenger usage
declined because of COVID-19, the airline converted 25 of the company’s 130 aircra to cargo, and has
been delivering medical equipment to Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Ecuador, Peru, and Argentina.  
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Testimony from the June 25th press conference  |  continued from page one
We come together today with a united voice to call for im-
mediate interruption of the legacy of racism that has produced
these outcomes. We stand in solidarity to demand action to
change this historical trajectory, and call upon this administra-
tion to directly work with us to stop the spread of this virus
among our people and address the long-term systemic issues that
allow for these disparities to grow.
Last week, the Permanent Commission shared a letter nam-
ing steps that can be taken to begin the process of shiing the
way we address deep-rooted inequities in our state. We hope
that was the beginning of much needed, meaningful change.
Today members of the Black and African American communi-
ties – both those who have come to Maine as immigrants and
those whose roots in this land go back generations – as well as
our allies in the Latinx and other communities of color have
come together to call for urgent and bold action to address the
twin pandemics of COVID-19 and systemic racism. ese are
challenges requiring a multi-faceted approach across all Maine
government. We need that response to be driven by the people
who are most impacted and to begin immediately.
I’m joined today by people who are courageously here to share
their own experiences with this virus as well leaders from immi-
grant communities, the indigenous African American Com-
munity, the Latinx community, and Maine’s Tribal
communities.
Rep Rachel Talbot Ross continued...
Listen. We drive the buses, we mop the hospital floors, we
empty bedpans, we take out the public’s trash, we build houses
and fix the roads, we grow and prepare and process and deliver
our communities’ food, and we help heal our bodies and our
spirits. 
We are essential but we are not expendable. Our. Lives. Mat-
ter. 
So, listen. We implore you, Gov. Mills, to protect our bodies,
our lives, and our livelihoods. We implore you to expend funds
from the CARES Act directly on improving the health and eco-
nomic outcomes for people of color in this pandemic within a
pandemic, this public health crisis that must come to an end. 
For we are essential but we are not expendable. And we must
end these disparities now. 
And so, as you declare racism a public health emergency
throughout this great state, we implore you, Gov. Mills, to meet
with us directly so we may work with you to end this crisis in
our communities. It’s time we join together, to roll up our
sleeves, to get down on our hands and knees and uproot the rhi-
zomes of racism, at last. e rhizomes of racism are deep, the
rhizomes of racism are resilient, the rhizomes of racism are
everywhere. 
Listen. We implore you, Gov. Mills, to do the right thing.  It’s
time for a new beginning. It’s time to get down on our hands
and knees, together, to uproot the rhizomes of racism, together,
and plant the seeds of justice and peace and security and equity
and healing in our community. For our people. 
At last.  ank you, Gov. Mills. Take care of your blessings.
Crystal Cron
My name is Crystal Cron. I am a descendant of the indigenous
people of the Andes and a Latina. ere are 25,000 Latinx peo-
ple in Maine, but to most we are invisible, so I’m here to share
about the experience of our community during COVID-19.
As soon as the first case of coronavirus hit Maine, I knew this
would mean death to our communities.
On March 15th, I sent out a video to my community members
urging them to stay home from work.
Most of the Latinx community in Southern Maine works in
the lobster processing industry. During the best of times, our
compañeros work 12-hour shis, with no breaks, inside of a win-
dowless refrigerator with at least three dozen other people. ey
get paid 40 cents a pound for lobster meat that is sold to con-
sumers at $60 a pound. ey have no paid time off. ey oen
get fired if they have to go to a medical appointment or attend
to an urgent family matter.
Knowing how predatory these companies are and how little
they value the lives of our people, I was afraid of what would
happen as the virus began to spread in our communities. I told
my compañero that the most important thing was their health
and safety and that we would do everything we could to sup-
port them and meet their families’ needs during this time.
Since then, we here today have been developing and execut-
ing community interventions to support our people, while at
the same time watching our government fail to act.
We have had numerous meetings where we have shared our
concerns, yet very little has been done to address these concerns
or to work with us. In one such meeting, we were told that test-
ing was not widely available to our communities because they
Rep. Craig Hickman continued...
do not live in congregate settings. I shared then, and have many
times since, the realities of the living conditions in our commu-
nity.
Even working for 12 hours a day, 6 days a week, does not allow
our families the ability to live in safe housing. Our families live
in old tenement buildings that have not been updated in
decades. A typical living arrangement looks like four families of
four living in a three-bedroom apartment with the living room
turned into an extra bedroom. In eight-unit buildings. ere is
no way to quarantine or isolate. Every surface in the building is
a high-touch pont. If 128 people live in an eight-unit building,
many of whom do not ever have access to healthcare and have
unmanaged chronic conditions, and who also all work in the
same place and come into contact with nearly everyone else in
the community who experiences the same type of living situa-
tion, does this not constitute a high-risk environment?
Now it’s more than three months later. COVID is devastating
our communities. We need resources. We need action. We need
a commitment from you.
Gov. Mills, it is shameful that our families can survive two
week-long trips on foot through the Mexican desert, can survive
civil war and torture, can survive displacement and refugee
camps, only to come to Maine, where we are seeking safety, and
be ignored during a public health crisis.
My phone has not stopped ringing since March, but I keep
thinking about one message from a young mom that I got about
a month ago. She asked me if I knew of any other places she
could get financial help since she, like most of our families, did
not qualify for General Assistance, unemployment, the federal
stimulus or TANF, and her landlord was threatening eviction.
She said, “Me he dado cuenta que uno aquí no vale nada. No
sabe cuanta tristeza siento.” I have realized that one is worth
nothing here. You have no idea the sadness I feel. 
I really hope that’s not true. Gov. Mills, I hope you will hear
us today.
Fatuma Hussein
My name is Fatuma Hussein. As our country takes a hard look
at its racist origins and its legacy in the wake of recent protests,
Maine must take that step as well. It’s not only important be-
cause of Maine’s rising number of residents of color who make
a home here, but because the COVID-19 pandemic has revealed
Maine’s racial disparities tangibly.
Maine has one the largest racial disparities in the nation, as
Black Africans/African Americans make up over 27% of
COVID-19 cases in the state, while only making up 1.6% of
Maine’s overall population. e high rate of infection could have
been prevented through an earlier, coordinated state response
of referrals, testing, mass education, information sharing, and
social service help. But our needs and voices remained unheard.
Well, it’s time that state officials walk the walk as much as they
talk the talk of responsiveness and caring.
erefore, Gov. Mills, my governor for this great state, I want
you to listen to our plea for help. First, you must hear our voices
and allow us to meet with you within a week. At this meeting,
we will discuss a number of asks specifically related to the
COVID-19 pandemic, including allocating resources from the
CARES ACT funding that our communities so desperately
need to meaningfully meet the unique needs of people of color
in our state.
Maine has given me and my family a voice. is is where I
learned to speak up. is is where I found my voice. is is my
home, and it must be home equally for ALL Mainers regardless
of their race or skin color. We do not want to have to beg for
help all the time, or justify why we exist, in order to be heard. I
strongly believe in you, and I know you will do the right and just
thing. ank you Governor and God bless you and the people
of Maine.
Ines Mugisha
My name is Ines Mugisha and I live in Lewiston. I am a mom
of two beautiful children, a 6-year-old girl and an 18-month-old
energetic boy. We love being Mainers. We are proud to be Main-
ers. And I am glad to be standing here as a Black immigrant Bu-
rundian woman to represent many others like me. I am an
advocate for victims of domestic violence and sexual assault.
Two weeks ago, my lovely husband was diagnosed with coro-
navirus. I vividly remember when he called me and where I was
in my house. I was nursing my baby boy, and I was terrified. A
chill sensation went through my body. I was scared – scared for
his life, worried about my baby’s safety and our health.
I quickly called my care provider, and my kids and I were
scheduled to get tested later in the aernoon. I am very thank-
ful for the multiple healthcare workers who are at the front lines
of this pandemic and putting their lives in danger to save many
like ours. e next day, my little boy tested positive and my heart
literally sank. I was so worried and angry that despite observing
all the public health measures advised by the state health com-
mission, this virus did not even spare my 18-month-old baby. I
got my results and my daughter’s five days aer testing. e anx-
iety waiting for the results was unbearable. I didn’t know what
to do beyond preventive measures. I found myself crying at odd
times but had to be strong for my family’s sake.
My husband is an essential worker. He got exposed while try-
ing to provide for his family. He risked his life every day for his
kids and the greater Lewiston community. Sadly, this is a story
of multiple immigrant families who have to risk their lives every
day because they can’t afford to stay home. ey are providing
basic services to the Maine community, usually with little pay
and little to no medical care provided.
Since the diagnosis, I have had to be quarantined and take care
of my sick family. e first few days aer the diagnosis, my hus-
band had to be isolated in a room. It was too painful to see my
little ones want to go hug their dad and play with him, but not
be able to in order to stay safe. I could read the sadness and the
anxiety in his eyes. I wanted to hug him and remind him we are
in this together, but I had to be strong for my family.
Luckily, we are healing well. However, this experience has
scared me and my little ones. My daughter still cannot under-
stand why we can’t let her go play outside and why her cousins
cannot come home to play with her.
Gov. Mills, this feeling of uncertainty regarding when life will
be back to normal in Maine is something my family and many
immigrants are asking themselves. Sick families are not always
able to get financial help to get through this hard time. I hope
that the information regarding social support programs can be
made more accessible to immigrant communities.
Additionally, we still have to face the weight of racism and
white supremacy that burdens us everyday. I am glad to be shar-
ing my story. My story is not unique. ank you, Governor, for
giving us space to deal with this and hopefully create a safer and
more inclusive Maine. I hope that in the future, there can be
more forums to understand how COVID-10 disproportionally
affects the Black community, immigrants, and people of color
in Maine. ank you. 
Bright Lukusa
Good morning Gov. Mills. My name is Bright Lukusa and I
live in Lewiston. I’m a college student living with my mother
and brother. I work for the Immigrant Resource Center of
Maine as an advocate and educator, and I also work as a home
healthcare professional. I was sad to learn that Maine has the na-
tion’s largest racial disparity in coronavirus cases. Black com-
munities are contracting COVID-19 at a rate more than 20
times that of white residents. I am that disparity. I am that sta-
tistic. So are my brother, my mother, and many others in our
communities. 
Working as a home healthcare professional, I have now been
exposed to COVID-19 twice. e first time was back in April.
I had gone in for my normal shi, and the next day I found out
that I had been potentially exposed and would be quarantined
at the job site for two straight weeks, without seeing my family
in order to not expose them to the virus. For two weeks, I did the
work of two people, had terrible headaches and by the time I
got out I was beyond exhausted. e time came to get tested and
it was a huge obstacle that I had to overcome as they were re-
fusing to test me. I didn’t understand why, if I had been exposed
to the virus, I couldn’t just get tested to know whether I was pos-
itive or not. 
I eventually almost had to lie my way into getting tested so I
could find out my results. I found myself feeling very uncom-
fortable with the situation, almost as if I was putting my in-
tegrity on the line and at the time, I was asking myself why I
needed to jump through so many hoops to get myself tested for
something that is affecting my community at higher rates than
any other community. It was a very sad moment for me as I came
to the realization that racism is still such a major issue is our
communities, well before even the light that has been shed by
the Black Lives Matter movement. It was sobering for me and I
can’t believe I had to go through all of that. Flash forward to two
months later and I have once again been exposed to the virus. I
am currently waiting for test results and again, I almost got
turned away because I’m not showing any symptoms. I am
thankful to have a voice brave enough to be able to advocate for
myself, but what about my many other fellow community mem-
bers who are not able to advocate for themselves?
Working on the frontlines as a home healthcare professional,
I feel that I ought to be a priority. e concern of my health and
my family’s health ought to be a priority. I live with my mother,
who has underlying health conditions that would make it even
more difficult if I were to bring the virus home and expose it to
her. I am an essential worker and I feel overlooked. I feel that I
am not a priority to anybody, I am not a priority to the health-
care system, I am not a priority to elected officials, and the state
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The ability to do great things
by Gene Ardito
As a new Mainer, opening
an account at a credit union
or bank is oen the first step
to establishing independence
in this country. Initially, it’s a
place for your paycheck to go,
and keep your money safe.
But as you learn more about
how the financial system in
the United States works, it becomes a place to make payments,
wire money, and get a loan. is system might be very different
from what you are used to, so there is much to learn.
I’m CEO at a Maine credit union. Our vision is to provide
the best financial service for our members. We believe that when
people have access to money and are financially stable, they have
the tools and ability to do great things. is may mean being
able to care for your family, start a business, or buy a home. It’s
our way of helping build a more equitable playing field in Amer-
ica. We hope to give everyone an equal voice, no matter their
background. We are particularly sensitive to the needs of the im-
migrant community, and we recognize the economic and social
matters that oen make integrating into American culture diffi-
cult. We want to help all people improve their lives by serving
their financial needs.
One way we help New Mainers improve their lives is through
online banking. With so much to learn in a new country, any-
thing too technical on the computer might be a turn-off to some
people. However, these tools are designed to simplify banking.
Did you know you can deposit a check using your phone? No
more need to travel to the actual bank. You can transfer money
from your account to another person’s account, pay a friend, or
set up recurring payments so you never forget a bill that’s due
each month. is is just a tiny sliver of what you can do with on-
line banking. With this seed of an idea, I hope to encourage you
to take the step of reaching out to your financial institution and
educate yourself about online banking. Eager people and re-
sources are available to help you learn. If you make the change to
online banking, you may find you have more time and energy
for important things like spending time with family or learning
a new skill. Using online banking can help you establish yourself
in your new home. As you master it and become part of this
economy, you can put your money to work for you, and that can
help you realize your dreams.
Applying for Paycheck Protection 
Program loan forgiveness
by ProsperityME staff
e Paycheck Protection Pro-
gram, or PPP Loan, is a federal
program run by the U.S. Small
Business Administration
(SBA), designed to help small
business owners and their em-
ployees during the coronavirus
crisis. e application window
for the PPP closes on June 30,
but those who were granted loans still have to apply for forgive-
ness aer the loan period ends.  
Maintaining communication with your lender during the loan
period is important. ey can help you understand the next
steps and alert you to any important program changes. We hope
that by sharing these general program guidelines, ProsperityME
can help immigrant business owners manage their loans and suc-
cessfully apply for forgiveness.
Guidelines for managing your Paycheck Protection Program
loan:
1. Track your loan expenses during the lending period. To be
eligible for forgiveness, 60% of the loan must be used for payroll
expenses. Only 40% can be used for other expenses. Contact
your lender if  you have questions about what expenses qualify. 
2. You must retain or re-employ the original number of em-
ployees through the loan period ending December 31, 2020.
Money applied to employees who are not retained, rehired, or
replaced may not be eligible for forgiveness. 
3. Payroll for employees making less than $100,000 cannot be
reduced by more than 25%. 
4. Funds can be used to pay for eligible expenses during the 24-
week covered period. Contact your lender aer funds have been
spent, or aer the 24-week eligibility period ends, for updated
forgiveness application information. Your lender can help you
determine your next steps. 
5. Any part of the loan not eligible for forgiveness will be re-
paid at a rate of 1% over the remaining 60-month term. You have
10 months to apply for forgiveness before the repayment period
begins. We strongly encourage loan recipients not to wait to wait
to apply for forgiveness! Contact your lender as soon as possible
to review your forgiveness options. You should not have to repay
your PPP loan if you are eligible for forgiveness! For best results,
give yourself and your lender plenty of time to process your ap-
plication. 
We hope these general guidelines help PPP recipients manage
their expenses during this difficult time. A good working rela-
tionship with a bank or credit union that you trust will be key to
weathering this health and economic crisis. If you have questions
about an active loan, contact your lender. You can also contact
our staff at ProsperityME if you have questions about financial
management or the PPP loan. We are happy to help you!
Systemic inequities
and racial disparities
by Julia Truillo
PortLand of Opportunity is a
strategic action plan powered by
the City of Portland Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity. OEO was cre-
ated to address persistent inequities
that challenge our communities of
color. Since 2017, OEO has brought light to existing, systemic
inequities and racial disparities. It works toward a strong sense
of belonging for everyone who calls Portland home, especially
our racially and linguistically diverse neighbors.
To highlight the importance of fostering an overarching sense
of belonging, our work focuses on Economic Inclusion and De-
velopment, Civic Inclusion, Cultural and Social Inclusion, and
Welcome-ability. 
Everyone can contribute to the urgent work of addressing
racism while bringing opportunity to all. is mandate, in the
very fabric of our mission, should guide actions as an institution
and as individual community members.  
Simple steps you can take:
•  Educate yourself on U.S. history, including all its shame.
White supremacist ideals served as this country’s foundation,
embedding racism in our systems and culture still today. “Facing
our collective history and how it informs our attitudes and be-
haviors allows us to choose a world of equity and justice.” (Fac-
ing History). It is time to build a collective sense of purpose. 
•  Insist on the highest standard of collective and individual ac-
countability. Allyship is not only about showing up, but about
contributing to change. Being anti-racism doesn’t require you
to pretend to be “free of racism.” Anti-racism is the commitment
to fight racism wherever you find it, including in yourself.
•  Listen with empathy. Listen to understand. Listen to inti-
mate stories, around the country and here in Maine. As Bryan
Stevenson said at the 2016 Carnegie Summit: We must get
“proximate” to suffering and understand the nuanced experi-
ences of those who suffer from and experience inequality. “If you
are willing to get closer to people who are suffering, you will find
the power to change the world.” Feeling this discomfort is part
of the work. 
•   Engagement and commitment is essential to moving for-
ward. Despite feeling defeated and frustrated, we must find, in-
dividually and collectively, ways to keep defeating racism, and
keep engaging in productive dialogue and actions, now and for
future generations. More brings us together as human beings
than tears us apart.
•  Check and re-check your narratives to avoid intentionally
and unintentionally perpetuating exclusionary language. 
•  Acknowledge the systematic, pervasive, and painful dispari-
ties unique to our African American neighbors, here and across
our country, as a crucial first step. “We cannot ignore” as omas
Shapiro said, “that toxic inequality is not equally distributed.”
Inequality across our socio-economic fabric causes our commu-
nities of color, particularly the Black community, to fall far be-
hind. 
OEO’s new resource page features stories, facts, and reports to
help turn frustration into action and sadness into empower-
ment. Try not to this moment make you feel powerless, but mo-
tivate you for the work ahead and the actions we all can take. 
Each month, OEO will feature a key organization with tangi-
ble resources for expanding opportunity among all of our com-
munities, especially in our communities of color, right here in
Portland. 
Lee International 
is proud to 
support 
Amjambo Africa
and the
new residents 
it serves.
Amjambo Africa is excited to introduce our Business, Economics, and Financial Literacy page, which is designed to help immigrants understand and navigate the financial system in the United
States. Each month we will share practical information contributed by our trusted partners, City of Portland Office of Economic Opportunity, cPort Credit Union, and ProsperityME. Each of
these partners is committed to helping immigrants thrive in Maine, each brings extensive knowledge from the financial sector, and each has a strong track record of helping New Mainers. Topics
in upcoming issues will include advice on how to build credit,  make a  budget, start a small business, buy a house, pay for college, and much, much more! 
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e Good Food Council of Lewiston-Auburn is eagerly moving ahead to support the implementation phase of the
“Local Food, Local Places” (LFLP) Action Plan in the twin cities, spurred on by the recent vote from the Lewiston City
Council to adopt the plan. is endorsement validates
the collaborative work that the community has done
since last October, aer an Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) technical assistance grant was awarded to
St. Mary’s Nutrition Center. 
Collaborators who created and continue to take lead-
ership roles in implementing the plan represent varied
community sectors of agriculture, health care, business,
and municipal leadership. Immigrant community mem-
bers have been well represented in the process, through
the Somali Bantu Community Association (SBCA),
New Roots Cooperative Farm, Sustainable Livelihoods
Relief Organization (SLRO), Cooperative Develop-
ment Institute (CDI), and other organizations. 
e four goals that provide the foundation for action
steps are as follows: 
•  Strengthen access to local food while expanding mar-
ket opportunities and infrastructure for farm and food businesses. 
•  Integrate local food and agriculture into city planning and economic development strategies.
•  Build food and agriculture as a defining brand for Lewiston-Auburn. 
• Increase equitable access, ownership, and preservation of land to grow food in Lewiston-Auburn. 
In addition to being involved in developing this Action Plan, many African community members will benefit from
its implementation. In L-A, community gardens serve many Congolese, Angolan, and Somali families, and Somali farm-
ers have created New Roots and Liberation Farms. In fact, SBCA, under Muhidin Libah’s leadership, has recently part-
nered with Agrarian Trust to establish the Little Jubba Central Maine Commons and is in the process of purchasing a
100-acre farm in nearby Wales. e land purchase will mean Liberation Farms’ program can scale up vegetable and flint
corn production, expand their herd of goats for halal meat, and, most importantly, guarantee community food security
for the more than 150 families farming this land. Secure, long-term land tenure also ensures farmers will be able to hand
down their agricultural traditions, preserving their cultural heritage. 
ere are 16 action steps in the plan so the group welcomes anyone interested in learning more and taking action. For more
information, contact Julia Harper of Good Food Council of Lewiston-Auburn at goodfood4la@gmail.com and 207-464-
4800.
“Local Food, Local Places” Action plan for Lewiston-Auburn  |  Julia Harper
Amjambo Aica is pleased to bring a new feature to our publication. Each month we will focus on news from fields, kitchens, restaurants, and homes.
Please let us know if you would like us to feature one of your favorite restaurants, recipes, or markets to fill our “World Market Basket” for future arti-
cles. anks so much! 
Feature co-edited with Bonnie Rukin. Basket made in Lewiston by Somali Bantu Farmers Association. 
Summer in Maine means fresh, local, healthy food from outdoor farmers’
markets. Vendors from several African countries are well represented this
year in Portland,
C u m b e r l a n d ,
L e w i s t o n ,
Auburn, Lisbon,
Bath, Yarmouth,
S a c o ,
Damariscotta, and
Norway. 
In 2009, Culti-
vating Commu-
nity adopted the
New American
Sustainable Agri-
culture Project
(NASAP), and
many farmers in
that program are
now growing vegeta-
bles for several mar-
kets. e organization created Fresh Start Farms to support African farmers
and the Kennedy Park market on Tuesdays in Lewiston that it continues to
manage. 
Omar Hassan, staff member at the Cooperative Development Institute, is
the market manager for New Roots Cooperative of Somali Bantu farmers.
He oversees seven farmers’ markets, as well as other outlets for produce. Has-
san says one of the best things about the farmers’ market opportunities is
that the four farmers selling produce have at least six or seven family mem-
bers helping out, which connects home life to community life in satisfying
ways. Farmers are selling culturally familiar foods like amaranth and sweet
potatoes, as well as more typical Maine summer vegetables like kale and swiss
chard. 
To maintain equitable sales opportunities for farmers, Muhidin Libah, the
Executive Director of  Somali Bantu Community Association (SBCA), en-
sures that Somali Bantu farmers from Liberation Farms are at different mar-
kets than those from New Roots Cooperative Farm. 
ese markets offer great venues for startups, according to Jimmy DiBiasi,
Director of Programs at the Maine Federation of Farmers’ Markets. He’s also
delighted that they provide opportunities to develop meaningful relation-
ships between local, primarily white consumers and the ever-growing num-
ber of farmers from other countries who are providing a colorful diversity of
foods and cultures to enhance our community lives. 
African farmers in Maine means farmers’ 
markets  | Bonnie Rukin
Here’s the schedule for market days and times. Enjoy the season’s
bounty! 
Monday: Portland Food Co-op: 1-5 p.m. 
Tuesday: Lewiston: Kennedy Park, 2-5 p.m.; 
Portland: Riverton Park, noon-4 p.m.; Whole Foods: 1-5 p.m. 
Wednesday: Portland: Deering Oaks Park, 7 a.m.-1 p.m.; 
Saco: Saco Valley Shopping Center, 7 a.m.-noon;  
Falmouth: 22 Hat Trick Dr., 10 a.m.-2 p.m.;  
Auburn: 131 Main St., 4:30-7:30 p.m. 
ursday: Norway: Witherell Park, 255 Main St., 2-6 p.m.;  
Yarmouth: 317 Main St., 3-6 p.m.;  
Portland Food Co-op: 1-5 p.m. 
Friday: Damariscotta: Round Top Farm, 9 a.m.-noon;  
Portland: West Pointe, noon-4 p.m.  
Saturday: Portland: Deering Oaks Park, 7 a.m.-1 p.m.;  
Saco: Saco Valley Shopping Center, 7 a.m.-noon;  
Cumberland: Town Hall, 10 a.m.-1 p.m.;  
Bath: Waterfront Park, 8:30 a.m.-noon 
Sunday: Lewiston: Bates Mill #5 Parking Lot, 10 a.m.-1 p.m. 
New Roots Farm farmers: Batula Ismail, Mohamed
Abukar, Saynab Ali, Jabil Abdi 
Somali Bantu farmers om the SBCA community: Isha Yerrow, Asha Jubril, Asha Ibrahim
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Justine Mugabo   |   Cassava Recipe
Justine Mugabo was born in Bujumbura,
Burundi to a family with four children. She
arrived in Maine as an asylum seeker in July,
2019. She works with In Her Presence,
teaching the Senior cooking class with
Nahla. 
Justine remembers that when she was 11
or 12, her mother announced, “Today you
are going to learn to cook.” e young Jus-
tine didn’t like the idea of learning to cook,
because she knew it meant time away from
playing with her friends. So she decided to
try and get out of the cooking lessons by
doing the work really badly. Her mother
quickly figured out that Justine was cooking
badly on purpose, though, and doubled
down - instead of giving up, and telling her uninterested daughter to go off and play, she told Jus-
tine she would just need extra practice, and would have to keep on with cooking lessons until she
finally learned to cook well! So, Justine put her mind to the lessons, and learned quickly. Aer
that, during school vacations, she and her siblings took turns cooking for the family. 
When she was 14, her mother helped Justine and her sisters launch a small donut-meatball-
sambusa business, with the aim of  letting them earn their own pocket money, and learn about
money at the same time. Each sister was given a food specialty, and Justine’s was donuts. She
learned her mother’s secret donut recipe, which her mother had brought from Uganda, where
she had grown up. Justine sold to shops, and was allowed to keep all the money. Her mother
told the girls, “If you want to buy perfume with the money you earn, go ahead. If you want to
pay someone else’s school fees, go ahead. You should save, but if you want to buy something, it
is your choice.” As a teenager, Justine appreciated that her mother gave her that freedom, and she
felt motivated to find lots of clients and work hard at the business, which she continued for
about five years. She earned around 8,000 Burundian francs per day from donut sales. “I still
make donuts for my friends, but I just give them away now,” Justine said.  
When she moved to Maine, Justine started attending classes at In Her Presence. “I really ap-
preciate the help I have gotten education wise from In Her Presence. ey helped me to be com-
fortable speaking English.ey gave me hope and confidence to aim higher, and to
believe that I can better myself, and help others along the way. ank you to In Her
Presence for the trust and responsibility you have put in me. And they have stood
strong for us during this pandemic. Without their help, I don’t know what we would
have done – we need their support, their food, their financial assistance, their spir-
itual support - in all ways they really stand up for us.”
Cassava
In Burundi and other countries of East Africa, people eat a lot of cassava. You can eat the
leaves, and the roots. Everyone eats cassava – poor people and rich people alike. Here in Maine,
it’s at Hannaford in Portland and in the African markets. I shop at Moriah because she has all
the things I want, and there are some things I can only get there. e other Hannaford stores
don’t have cassava, which is too bad. I live in South Portland, and it’s hard to get to the Portland
Hannaford to buy it. 
is is a quick method for cooking cassava, made with frozen cassava root. You can eat it with
chicken, vegetables, or anything you want. If I could, I would eat it a lot, but like I said, I have
to wait until I can shop in Portland. 
Recipe
Defrost frozen cassava root,
and wash it very well. Then boil
it in salted water for about 15
minutes. Drain the water. In a
separate pan, heat olive oil or
butter, add diced onion, and
various colors of peppers all
diced, as well as a bouillon cube of beef or veg-
etable broth � I use the Magi brand -  mix thor-
oughly, and add to the cassava. Mix everything
together, and it’s done!
STEPHANIE HARP
Stephanie@HarpWorksWriting.com
www.HarpWorksWriting.com
Facebook: HarpWorksWriting
Twitter: @HarpWorks
207.852.6746
Writing | Editing | GrantWriting
Publicity | Research
Good Writing Is Good Business
"Here at Joe's Wildlife 
Photography, you will see the 
wonders of the natural world"
207-256-2150 
joewildlife1992@gmail.com
joe'swildlifephotography.comJohn Yanga, one of the earliest New American farmers om Sudan, sells
his produce at the Deering Oaks market. Liberation Farms at their first market of the 2020 season 
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In a major policy turnaround, Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau announced in March that Canada would turn away asylum
seekers who tried to cross the border from the U.S. e decision is said to be a protective measure against transmission of COVID-19.
On June 16, that order was extended for another month, until at least July 21. If asylum seekers arrive at the border before July 21 and
come into contact with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, they risk being turned over to ICE in the United States and sent to de-
tention facilities. From there, they could be deported.
Since March, a small number of asylum seekers – primarily Haitians – have, in fact, been turned back at the border, including at the well-
known, irregular Roxham Road crossing in New York, which is located five miles from the closest official border crossing. Previously offi-
cials had allowed asylum seekers to cross over at Roxham Road, as well as at official ports of entry, such as Niagara Falls and
Champlain–St. Bernard de Lacolle.
In recent years, the majority of African nationals requesting asylum in Canada have been from Nigeria, Democratic Republic of Congo,
Sudan, Eritrea, Angola, and Burundi. Word of mouth indicates that asylum seekers started weighing the benefits of leaving Maine for
Canada in 2017, when the anti-immigrant rhetoric of the current administration signaled that the U.S. asylum application system was
broken. Some of the asylum seekers who arrived in Maine in summer 2019 from the southern border continued on from Portland to
Canada at that time. 
. 
US-Canada border remain closed to all but essential travel
amjambo africa!
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Would you like to join the Community News Page?
Please be in touch if you'd like to share your association's news withAmjambo Africa’s read-
ers. Email the editor at amjamboafrica@gmail.com and we will include your association in
our Community News.
Muhidin D. Libah is the Executive Director of the Somali Bantu Associ-
ation of Maine, which has been the center of the Somali Bantu community
since 2005. Approximately 3,000 Somali Bantu live in the Lewiston-Auburn area. Farming sea-
son is starting well, Libah reports, and farmers’ markets are underway. e community is very ex-
cited about plans to purchase a 100-acre farm in Wales, which will provide the community with
land for farming activities, as well as a place to relax and participate in healing activities, such as
drumming and singing. (For more information, see “Local Food, Local Places” on page ___). “For
the last 30 years, we have been refugees, moving through different towns in Somalia and living in
refugee camps in neighboring Kenya. For 30 years we have been looking for a place we can call
home,” Libah explained. “Home in our community means a place that is safe and secure, where
we can farm freely and where we can exercise our cultural traditions. Getting this property will
check all the boxes and, for the first time, we can have a place we call home.” e Somali Bantu
Association of Maine website has a special button for donations toward the land purchase. Libah
reports that some people still have not received unemployment benefits. Without assistance and
advocacy, many members of the community will not be able to navigate contacting the Depart-
ment of Labor. e DOL doesn’t answer the telephone, and so Libah has resorted to letter writ-
ing. Even then, he oen hears nothing for three or four weeks. Libah says most community
members hope to send their children back to school in September. Many don’t have the literacy
that’s necessary for helping their children with computer-based learning. Hurdles include such
basics as resetting passwords. 
Somali Bantu 
Association of Maine
NewsCommunity
Philémon Dushimire is President of the Burundi Community Associa-
tion of Maine (BCAM). Dushimire believes there are approximately 1,000
Burundians living in Maine, with a growing number in the Lewiston-Auburn area. e past month
has been very difficult in the Burundi community, with the deaths of six people in one month
here in Maine, sickness and death among friends and families in Burundi from COVID-19, and
the death of the president of Burundi. In addition, the death of Alain Nahimana, a former presi-
dent of BCAM, was a big loss (see page __). Many people in the community work front-line jobs
here, including home care, which they know exposes them to the virus on a daily basis. In the com-
munity, there is a great deal of confusion and misinformation about whether workers are paid or
not paid if they get sick, where testing is accessible, whether insurance is necessary for testing and
treatment, if people without symptoms can be tested, and if recovery is possible for someone who
tests positive for the virus. Many people hide their symptoms, fearing stigmatization and worry-
ing that they will be unable to support their families if they are laid off from their jobs. e com-
munity needs resources to support those in financial need, as well as to help with costs associated
with funerals. Recent protests following the death of George Floyd have been frightening for Bu-
rundians, many of whom fled Burundi because they were at risk from the police, only to find they
are not safe from the police here in the United States, either.
Burundi Community
Association of Maine
Antoine Bikamba is the Interim President of the Rwandese Commu-
nity Association of Maine. Approximately 700-1,000 Rwandese live in
Maine. Bikamba reports that positive cases of COVID-19 are increasing in
the community, mostly among those working front-line jobs. Culturally, people prefer to keep
health troubles to themselves because of a stigma associated with becoming ill. But leaders are try-
ing to convince community members to be open about health problems, to prevent community
spread. e Association has been distributing masks and hand sanitizers to those in need, prima-
rily elders.
Rwandese Community
Association of Maine
John Ochira is President of the South Sudanese Community of Maine,
which has been working hard to try and provide critical resources for
community members in need. Unfortunately, these resources are in short
supply. In collaboration with Presente!Maine, and the volunteer-ledFood Brigade effort, com-
munity members have been driving around to homes with elderly members and children and pro-
viding food, diapers, and other necessities. Major challenges include community members who
have still not received unemployment benefits; sickness within large families and no space to iso-
late; food shortages; emotional distress. Culturally, South Sudanese do not like to ask others for
assistance, and will only do so they have no other option. Ochira reports numerous cases of criti-
cal need. e community needs donations of laptops as well, now that so many facets of life have
moved online. e community’s isolated older Mainers are lonely, and would benefit from being
able to connect virtually with others, including national networks of South Sudanese immigrants.
Parents are anxious about the upcoming school year. Many don’t have a background in technol-
ogy, and were frustrated in the spring because they were unable to help their children with their
education, although those in the community with a college education stepped up and tried to
help families understand how to manage school assignments. Ochira continues to stress the im-
portance of observing social distancing guidelines.
South Sudanese 
Community of Maine
Mileina Beatrice is President of the Congolese Brazzaville Community of
Maine, which serves new arrivals, refugees, and asylum seekers. Beatrice
reports that the past month has been very difficult, and that the community
is in distress and in need of more resources. Many families are in dire financial straits, because the
parents work front-line jobs, and have either been laid off or are on sick leave, due to the virus. Peo-
ple report that they spend hours on the phone trying unsuccessfully to reach the Department of
Labor. If they do get through, many say they are denied benefits. Community members don’t have
a financial cushion, and they need help with housing, access to health care, and unemployment
benefits. In addition, some people are afraid to seek medical attention because they fear their im-
migration status makes them vulnerable to deportation.
Congolese Brazzaville
Community of Maine
Capital Area New Mainers Project
Chris Myers Asch is Co-Founder and Executive Director of the Capital Area New Mainers Proj-
ect (CANMP). CANMP is working with the Augusta Schools Department to offer an eight-
week summer tutoring program at the Augusta Multicultural Center. e free program is open to
all elementary and middle school English Language Learners in the Augusta area. It began in mid-
June with three bilingual teachers, 15 families, and more than three dozen students. Following
COVID guidelines, no more than two families can be in the Center at any one time. Approxi-
mately 65 families of recent arrivals – most originally from the Middle East, primarily Iraq and
Syria – live in the Augusta area. e majority are secondary migrants, who were admitted to the
United States as refugees, resettled in Florida and Arizona, and then chose to relocate to Maine,
beginning in 2013. Augusta also has a small number of recent African immigrants from Somalia,
Democratic Republic of Congo, and Rwanda, and has been home to a number of families from
South Asia for many years. e Augusta school system educates over 100 children whose first lan-
guage is not English.  
e President of the Maine Youth Network (MYN) is Mariam Mo-
hamed and the Vice President is Mana Abdi. On Fridays at 7:00 p.m.,
MYN offers virtual classes on contemporary issues in Islam. MYN encour-
ages readers to follow their social media sites, where they post information about classes and events,
including webinars on pressing social issues, such as “Social Oppression and Black Lives” and
“Juneteenth.” ey plan a coat and boot drive later in the summer, in preparation for winter. MYN
works to inspire academic excellence, encourage civic engagement, and enhance relations between
parents and youth within immigrant communities.om 6:00-8:00 p.m. All are invited. Maine Youth
Network is based at 991 Forest Ave., Portland.
Maine Youth Network
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The Kennebec Journal newspaper in 
Augusta and the Morning Sentinel 
newspaper in Waterville are each seeking 
an enterprising and energetic journalist 
to join their reporting stas and their 
shared website, Centralmaine.com. These 
reporters will cover general interest news 
and geographic beats in the central Maine 
region, while devoting time to important 
regional issues and enterprise projects. 
The reporters must have: excellent 
reporting and writing skills; a sense of 
urgency that compels him or her to beat 
the competition on developing news; 
comfort with a digital-first environment; a 
proven ability to file stories on deadline; 
and experience rounding out stories with 
depth and context. Applicants must also 
be willing to work nights and weekends.
A division of MaineToday Media, the 
Kennebec Journal and Morning Sentinel 
pride themselves on watchdog journalism 
and high standards of professionalism. 
We are an EEO employer.
Applicants should email a cover letter, 
resume and up to five writing samples to:
Managing Editor, Scott Monroe
smonroe@centralmaine.com
For more information, 
please visit
centralmaine.com/career-
opportunities
Seeking 
Journalists
On July 14, Maine will hold a primary election. e primary determines which candidates will represent their political
parties in November. On Tuesday, November 3, Maine will elect one U.S. Senator, two U.S. House members, the entire
Maine House and Senate, and a number of town, city, and county offices. U.S. Senators are elected for six-year terms.
Maine’s Senators are Angus King and Susan Collins. e term of Sen. Collins is expiring and she is running for re-elec-
tion. U.S. House members, who are called Representatives, Congressmen, or Congresswomen, serve two-year terms.
Chellie Pingree represents Maine’s First Congressional District and Jared Golden represents the Second District; both
are running for re-election this year. None of these incumbents have primary challengers, which means they are virtually
certain to be their parties’ nominees. But a field of candidates is competing to run against them in November. is pri-
mary election will determine the Demoncratic and Republican challengers who will be on the November ballot against
Sen. Collins and Rep. Golden; so far, only one Republican has declared an intent to run against Rep. Pingree. 
All 35 Maine Senators and all 151 Maine House members are elected for two-year terms, and are limited to four con-
secutive terms per office (in other words, aer four terms in the House, a representative is allowed to run for up to four
consecutive terms in the Senate). e House also includes three non-voting members representing the Penobscot Nation,
the Passamaquoddy Tribe, and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians. e November elections will include all seats in
the Maine Legislature. Some incumbents have primary challengers on the July 14 ballot and others do not. 
Depending on the county, the July 14 primary election may also include candidates for Judge of Probate, Register of
Probate, County Treasurer, Register of Deeds, Sheriff, District Attorney, and County Commissioner. 
In addition to these elected offices, votes also will decide two statewide ballot questions on July 14. ese are Yes/No
questions and both are bond issues, which means the state is asking to borrow money to make some sort of investment,
usually with a significant amount of money provided by a federal or other funding match. Question 1 is “An Act To Au-
thorize a General Fund Bond Issue for Infrastructure To Improve Transportation and Internet Connections. is one will
invest in high-speed internet infrastructure for unserved and underserved areas. Question 2 is “An Act To Authorize a
General Fund Bond Issue for Infrastructure To Improve Transportation and Internet Connections.” is invests funds
to improve highways, bridges, and equipment related to transit, freight and passenger railroads, aviation, ports, harbors,
marine transportation, and active transportation projects. 
Every Maine resident has the right to vote in every election if you are a U.S. citizen, are at least 18 years old (at age 17,
you may vote in the primary if you will be 18 before the November election), and live in the municipality where you
want to vote. But first, you must register to vote. is is a simple and safe process that you can do through your munici-
pality or online, at least 21 days before an election, at the Maine Secretary of State website (www.maine.gov/sos). Reg-
istering to vote establishes your residency in that location, which means that you are declaring yourself a Maine resident
for tax and other purposes. Unlike many other states, Maine has “same-day registration,” which means you can register
on the same day that you vote, but in this case, you must do so in person. 
In Maine, you also have the right to vote “absentee,” which means you may ask to receive a ballot by mail, fill it out at
home, and return it by mail. Absentee voting is especially attractive as a way to avoid crowds this year because of the
COVID-19 emergency. Instructions vary by municipality, but in all cases, your local municipal clerk must receive your
completed and signed ballot by 8 p.m. on Election Day, in order for your vote to be counted. Be aware that returning some
ballots in their oversized envelopes may require additional postage. Some cities have “ballot boxes” placed outside near
City Hall, where you may deposit your completed ballot instead of sending it through the mail. For the July 14 election,
the deadline to request an absentee ballot by telephone or through the Absentee Ballot Request page of the Secretary of
State’s office website is July 9 at 5 p.m. 
You also may vote early in person by going to your municipal clerk’s office. In this case, you do not need to apply for
an absentee ballot. In-person, early voting is available beginning 30 days before the election until the ursday before the
election.  
e Maine Secretary of State’s office says this about voting: “By voting, you are keeping Maine’s democracy strong and
continuing a long history of citizen participation in the governing of our state and nation….  By casting a ballot, each cit-
izen has a voice in deciding who will serve in office and what positions will be taken on major issues. Voting is of critical
importance to the strength and vitality of our system of government…. For our democracy to work, we must all partici-
pate in the process. Please register and vote and encourage your family, friends and neighbors to do the same.”
Amjambo Aica sent four questions to the candidates running for Maine’s federal offices. By press time, we received
responses om Sen. Susan Collins, Democratic Senate primary candidates Sara Gideon and Betsy Sweet, and a state-
ment om Rep. Chellie Pingree (CD-01). e three questions are below; please see www.amjamboaica.com for the
remaining answers.
How can the federal government address the health outcomes disparities in communities that have suffered most
from the virus? 
Collins: As a member of the Senate Health Committee, I have urged top officials from federal health agencies to take
action to address the racial disparity in the effects of COVID-19. As the Chairman of the Senate Aging Committee, I
will be holding a hearing this month to examine these racial disparities among older Americans and the health care that
they receive. e virus’ impact on long-term care settings directly intersects with the stark racial disparities that we’re
seeing, and unfortunately – and remarkably – Maine has the nation’s worst COVID-19 racial disparity. 
Many of the worst outbreaks that have occurred in Maine are in nursing homes, and the CDC reports that some 40%
of those health care workers that have tested positive were identified as Black. We must focus our resources on protec-
tive equipment for these workers and we must test oen and test everyone who enters these centers.
Gideon: e unprecedented coronavirus pandemic and the reckoning with racial injustice in our country have high-
lighted for all of us exactly how systemic racism impacts people of color throughout our society. We need to be willing
to have the difficult conversations that for too long public officials have ignored, about the institutions that perpetuate
racial disparities, and that includes making changes to our health care policy.
While the Trump administration has failed to collect adequate data on racial disparities during the pandemic, the data
we do have shows a clear pattern. Nationwide, Black Americans make up 25% of coronavirus related deaths, even though
they make up 13% of the population. 
In Maine, that discrepancy is the most severe in the nation. Black Mainers make up more than 22% of all positive coro-
navirus test results while making up only 1.6% of Maine’s population. As of June 22nd, Black Mainers were 24 times
more likely to test positive for COVID than white Mainers. at is unacceptable, and it requires action by the federal
government to address long-standing disparities in health outcomes. 
It’s unacceptable that people of color in Maine and across the country, on average, have less access to quality, afford-
able health care.
In order to increase access and bring down costs, I support the creation of a public option, which would make Medicare
available to those who want to participate, while not eliminating private insurance for millions of Americans who have
it and like it. 
In the Senate, I would also work to lower the cost of prescription drugs by allowing for the importation of drugs from
Canada at the federal level, ending what’s called “pay-for-delay” schemes – when drug companies pay generic competi-
tors to delay access to a cheaper generic drug – allowing Medicare to nego-
tiate drug prices to drive down costs, and capping out-of-pocket costs for
prescription drugs for seniors on Medicare to ensure that there’s a limit to the
prices they pay to fill their prescriptions.
Furthermore, people of color are more likely to hold jobs as frontline work-
ers which increases their risk of becoming infected. Addressing the systemic
racism that has caused these disparities in health outcomes requires us to
look at a wide range of policy areas, and I also believe Congress should es-
tablish hazard pay for frontline workers and extend them additional educa-
tional and health care benefits.
Sweet: Communities of color have disproportionately been affected by
COVID-19 in part because these communities have not received the in-
vestment in resources and social services that white communities have re-
ceived.e federal government must ensure communities impacted by health
disparities receive the resources they need not only to survive but to thrive. 
Tangibly, what that means is providing safe housing as well as access and
true coverage to regular primary care. It means ensuring that there are med-
ical facilities within reach of communities of color and that hospitals have
the equipment they need. It means that access to clean, safe drinking water
is a basic human right that we vigorously uphold. 
We need public health, testing, and safety information published in all
languages spoken in any given community and interpreters available at
health care sites to ensure that the information is correctly given. Lastly, we
must provide every person with monthly payments of $2,000 so that they
don’t feel compelled to attend jobs with unsafe working conditions.
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
Continued on page 20
How to vote on July 14    | By Stephanie Harp
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kinyarwanda Translation
IJAMBO RYIBANZE RYUKWEZI KWA NTAKANDI , 
URUPFU RWA GEORGE FLOYD
Georges Budagu Makoko
Iyicwa rya George Floyd tariki 25 Gicurasi mu mugi wa Min-
neapolis bikozwe n’umupolisi byagaragariye isi yose ko abirabura
bafatwa nabi n’inzego za gipolisi muri Amerika. Amamiliyoni
yagiye mu mihanda asaba ihindurwa ry’uburyo abirabura
bafatwa n’inzego z’umutekano aho bigaragara ko baharenganira
akenshi ndetse bikabaviramo impfu zitari nkeya.  Abantu
barasaba mu gihugu hose ko habaho impinduka zishyira iringa-
niza mu buryo abashinzwe umutekano bafata buri muturage
wese wa Amerika.
Nk’umuntu wakuriye mu gihugu cya Congo, ahabereye ub-
wicanyi bwinshi, byanteye agahinda kenshi kureba amashusho
y’iyicwa rya George Flyod.  Kureba umugabo udafite gifasha
apfa ataka mu maboko ya polisi byanteye kwibaza cyane  uruhare
abapolisi bafite ku miryango y’abirabura. Kureba umupolisi
yashyize ivi ku gakanu ka George Flyod sinshobora kubyiba-
girwa. Kureba kandi abandi bapolisi bari kumwe nawe bareba
urupfu ari kwicwa, kureba abantu bari bahagaze aho bafata
amashusho y’ibiri kuba ndetse basaba abapolisi kumubabarira-
biteye kwibaza cyane. Nta nakimwe cyabujije umupolisi
gukomeza kwica George. Nk’umwirabura uri kurerera umwana
we muri Amerika, na nubu sinabasha gusobanura ibyabaye
ntirengagije n’irondamoko rigwiriye muri Amerika. 
Igihe umuntu apfuye akagwa mu biganza by’abantu badafite
impuhwe, agahinda bisiga gashegesha ababuze umuntu wabo
ndetse bigasiga n’urwibutso rubabaje bazabana narwo igihe
kirekire-bigasiga kandi no kwibaza impamvu ibi biri kuba,
ndetse n’impamvu ikiremwamuntu citwara gutyo imbere ya
bagenzi bacyo. 
Tariki 4 Ukwakira 2011, nabuze mubyara wanjye wishwe n’u-
mutwe w’abamayimayi muri Congo. Naramukundaga cyane,
aho yapfanye n’abandi bakozi barindwi bafashaga abantu.
Bishwe urubozo barashinyagurirwa bajugunywa ku muhanda.
Ndatekereza ukuntu barangije amasaha yabo yanyuma basaba
imbabazi ariko hakabura ubarengera. 
Amamiliyoni yigabije imihanda muri buri mugi wa Amerika
ndetse no mu isi yose batitaye ku cyorezo cya Coronavirus cyu-
garije isi. Abigaragambya basabaga ko habaho impinduka mu
mategeko agenga abashinzwe umutekano kugirango bakore
akazi kabo ko kurinda umutekano ariko nta vangura ruhu rib-
ayeho. Impinduka zirashakwa cyane. Ku bimukira baje muri
Amerika bahunga amabi mu bihugu byabo –birabagoye gu-
sobanurira abana babo ko ibyo bahunze biri kubera muri
Amerika. Abimukira bakomeza kugaragazwa nk’urugero rwo
hejuru Amerika ifatwaho mu kubahiriza ubutabera ndetse
n’imiyoborere myiza. 
Isengesho ryanjye ni uko iki gihugu nkunda gihorana
ubumwe-umuzi w’amacakubiri  n’amakimbirane ukaba amateka.
Ikibi gihabwa intebe iyo kitamaganywe-igihe n’iki ngo
duhangane n‘ikibi cy’ivanguramoko. 
INDWARA YA COVID-19 IRI KUGENDA YIYONGERA GAHORO 
GAHORO MURI AFURIKA 
Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Mu gihe icyorezo cya COVID19 cyibasiye ibihugu by’ibi-
hangange harimo Amerika, Ubufaransa, Ubutariyani, Ubush-
inwa na Esipanye-Umugabane wa Afurika umenyereweho Ibiza
bikaze nka Ebola wo wagiye ugaragaza abantu bake barwaye iyi
ndwara. Muri iyi minsi ariko hakomeje kugaragara kwiyongera
kw’abanduye iyi ndwara. 
Tariki 11 Kamena, Afurika yabarwagamo abanduye indwara
ya COVID-19 bangana na 150,102 , mu gihe kuri uwo munsi
hari hagaragayeho abanagana na 4,815 mu masaha 24 . Tariki
11 kandi, umuryango mpuzamahanga wita ku buzima wabaraga
ko muri Afurika hamaze gupfa abagera kuri  3,593 kuva iki cy-
orezo cyatangira, mu gihe kuri iyo tariki hari hapfuye abagera
ku 100. Ku isonga haza Afurika y’Epfo n’abarwayi 55, 421  na
Nigeria 13, 873 imibare ya tariki 11 Kamena . Indwara ya
COVID-19 yagaragaye muri Afurika hagati mu kwezi kwa
kabiri. 
Imbonerahamwe y’ubwandu n’impfu mu duce tw’isi 
Isooko: Ikibarankuru cy’umunsi cy’umuryango mpuzamahanga
wita ku buzima cya tariki 11 Kamena 2020
Ibinyamakuru bitandukanye harimo e African Report, cya
Jeune Afrique , byagiye bigaragaza impamvu nyinshi zaba ari
isooko y’ubwandu bucye bwa CVID-19 muri Afurika . Ku iku-
bitiro hari uko ibihugu bya Afurika byafashe ingamba zikaze zo
gufunga imipaka  ndetse n’ibikorwa ngengabukungu mu guku-
mira iyi ndwara. Aha twavuga nk’ibihugu byo muri Afurika
y’uburasirazuba nk’ Urwanda, Uganda, na Kenya byafunze imi-
paka bifata ingamba zo kuyirwanya. 
Ikindi kiyongeraho ni uko abaturage b’uyu mugabane
badakunze gufata ingendo z’ikirere mpuzamahanga bityo
byagabanuye ubwandu kuri uyu mugabane  bwashoboraga
guturuka mu bice byagaragayemo ubwandu bwinshi. Mu
bwandu bwagaragaye mu gihugu nk’uRwanda, usanga umubare
utari muke waraturutse ku binjiye mu gihugu bavuye hanze nko
muri Aziya ndetse n’uburayi bakinjira mu Rwanda mbere yo
gufunga imipaka. 
Uyu mugabane kandi uzwiho ubukorikori bwo gufuuma,
byafashije abawutuye kwambara udupfukamunwa kuko
babashaga kutwibohera –kandi uyu mugabane kuba umenyer-
eye ibyorezo nka Ebola byatumye ugira inzego zo guhangana
n’iyi ndwara zisa nizitaratunguwe. 
e African Report kandi ivuga ko uyu mugabane ubarizwa mu
karere ngengabushyuhe ka Equateur gashyushye  bikaba
byashobora kuba byarafashije mu kurwanya iyi virusi. Gusa
abashakashatsi benshi barimo nka Pierre-Marie Girard, umuy-
obozi mu kigo Pasteur Institute, bagiye basanga iyi virusi
idakangwa n’ubushyuhe mu kororoka. 
Ukuyeho indwara ya COVID-19, Africa isanzwe itorohewe
mu buvuzi ku buryo hibazwaga byinshi ku kwitegura Afurika
ifite mu guhangana na COVID-19. Ese Afurika ifite uburiri
bw’ubutabazi bwihariye bungahe? Ibihugu byinshi bifite
imashini zifasha guhumeka zitagera kuri eshanu. Ikinyamakuru
the New York Times cyatangaje mu kwa kane ko igihugu cya
Sudani y’epfo gifite abaturage miliyoni 11 kikagira imashini zi-
humekerwaho 4 kikagira abungirije perezida batanu. 
Abatuye muri Amerika bamaze iminsi bigaragambya basaba
ko igihugu gifungurwa. Bitandukanye na Afurika aho abat-
urage badakunze kurangwaho kotsa igitutu abayobozi babo
ahubwo bakubahiriza amabwiriza bahawe. Mu gukumira ind-
wara nki’iyi Afurika ishobora kubyungukiramo mu kuyiha-
garika nta nkomere nyinshi kuko abayituye bakunze kubaha
amabwiriza bahawe nabayobozi.  Abayobozi bamwe kandi si
shyashya aho bagiye bahisha imibare y’uburwayi bw’iyi ndwara
bityo ntiyakumirwa bihagije. -aha hakunzwe kuvugwa uBu-
rundi na Tanzaniya.  
EVARISTE NDAYISHIMIYE YEMEREWE KURAHIRIRA KUBA
PEREZIDA W’UBURUNDI NYUMA Y’URUPFU RUTUNGURANYE RWA
PEREZIDA NKURUNZIZA. 
Urukiko rurinda itegekonshinga mu Burundi rwemeje ko
Evariste Ndayishimiye arahirira kuba umukuru w’igihugu
cy’uBurundi nyuma y’urupfu rutunguranye rwa Perezida Pierre
Nkurunziza wagombaga gusoza manda ye muri Kanama 2020.
Abarundi n’inshuti zabo bari mu kiriyo nyuma y’uru rupfu
rwabaye tariki 8 Kamena mu bitaro Hôpital du Cinquantenaire
byo mu ntara ya Karusi.
Itangazo riva mu bunyamabanga bwa Perezida ryasohotse
rivuga ko Perezida Nkurunziza yitabye Imana azize ihagarara
ry’umutima. Iri tangazo ryasohotse Tariki 9 ryavugaga ko Nku-
runziza yarebye imikino y’umupira w’intoki tariki 7 ameze
neza.Nyuma yaje kuremba birangira atabarutse. 
Abanyapoliticye benshi bari bakomeje kwibaza uzamusimbura
mu gihe haburaga iminsi micye ngo arangize imyaka ye nkuko
bitangazwa na Aljazeera. Urukiko rurengera itegekonshinga
rwitabajwe, rwavuze ko nta mpamvu yo gutegereza inzibacyuho
ko ahubwo Evariste Ndayishimiye watowe yahita arahira. 
Tariki 18 Gicurasi,  Amjambo Africa yatangaje inkuru ivuga ko
mu gihe isi ihangayikishijwe na Virusi ya COVID-19, uBurundi
bwo bwateguye amatora kandi abarundi banitabira inama z’a-
mashyaka zihuriwemo n’abantu benshi kandi nta guhana intera
cg se gupfuka umunwa. Perezida Nkurunziza kandi yakomeje
kugaragara mu biterane bya gikirisitu avuga ko Iyi Virusi ica mu
mwuka kandi ko Imana yawusukuye.
Ikinyamakuru e Guardian hamwe
n’ibindi binyamakuru byatangaje ko
Perezida Nkurunziza ashobora kuba yaraz-
ize indwara ya COVID-19.  Umugore we
Denise Nkurunziza, aheruka kujyanwa
muri Kenya igitaraganya kuvurwa tariki 28
Gicurasi. Ikinyamakuru the Daily Nation
cyatangaje ko mubyo yavurwaga harimo
na COVID-19. Yahise agaruka mu Bu-
rundi umugabo amaze gutabaruka. 
Umwe mu barundi batuye muri Con-
cord New Hampshire atangaza ko bibaye
ari ukuri ko Nkurunziza azize COVID-19,
byaba ari isomo rikomeye ku bayobozi bacyerensa indwara
ntibarinde abaturage babo indwara nk’izi. Akomeza avuga ko
yatunguwe n’aya makuru kandi yari asanzwe avugana n’aba-
vandimwe be baba i Burundi bamubwiye ko amakuru ya
COVID-19 yakomeje gufatwa nk’ibanga ntatangazwe. 
Nkurunziza ashobora kuba abaye umuperezida wa mbere
uzize COVID-19 nkuko bitangazwa na the New York Post. 
UMUPAKA WA CANADA URAFUNZE
Mu myanzuro minini yatangajwe na Minisitiri w’intebe wa
Canada Justin Trudeau, ahagana mu kwa gatatu harimo kuba
Canada izajya isubizayo abashaka ubuhungiro bavuye muri
Amerika bakambuka umupaka. Uyu mwanzuro ukaba
warafashwe nko mu rwego rwo gukumira ikwirakwizwa rya
COVID-19.  Tariki 16 Kamena, uwo mwanzuro wongereweho
ukwezi kumwe kugeza tariki 21 Nyakanga. Bisobanuye ko
abasaba ubuhungiro bazagera ku mupaka wa Canada mbere ya
tariki 21 Nyakanga bashobora gufatwa na Polisi ya Canada ik-
abashyikiriza urwego rwabinjira n’abasohoka muri Amerika bik-
aba byabaviramo ingaruka zo koherezwa mu bihugu
baturutsemo. 
Kuva mu kwa gatatu umubare muke w’abasaba ubuhungiro -
by’umwihariko abava Haiti-bakomeje kugenda basubizwa in-
yuma bageze ku mupaka mu gace kazwi cyane ka Roxham Road
uciye muri New York, hafi mu birometero bitanu ku mupaka
wegereye hafi aho. Mbere yaho abimukira bakomeje kugenda
babasha kwinjira muri Canada baciye kuri Roxham Road, Ni-
agara Falls na Champlain–St. Bernard de Lacolle.
Mu myaka yatambutse, abenshi mu basaba ubuhungiro muri
Canada bagiye bava mu bihugu nka Nigeria, Repubulika iha-
ranira demukarasi ya Congo, Sudani, Eritrea, Angola, n’uBu-
rundi. Uko abantu bagenda bahanahana amakuru byatumye
hamenyekana uburyo bwo kuva muri Maine ujya Canada mu
mwaka wa 2017 ubwo byagaragaraga ko ubuyobozi buriho bur-
wanya abimukira. Hari n’abimukira bageze muri Maine mu
mpeshyi ya 2019 bahita bakomereza Canada bavuye Portland. 
Nsiona Nguizani is the president of the Angolan Community of
Maine. He estimates that approximately 2,000 Angolans live in
the Greater Portland area, with a growing community in Lewis-
ton/Auburn as well, for a total of over 2,500 Angolans now liv-
ing in Maine. Nguizani's summary: We are living through
terrible challenges. e effects of COVID-19 are like nothing
we have ever experienced or seen before. ACM is trying to mit-
igate the situation for Angolan immigrants through its program
FEED in order to transform the challenges associated with
COVID-19 into opportunities so we can bounce back stronger
and more vital than ever.
During the past few weeks, ACM has been in constant contact
with Angolan immigrants, refugees, and asylum seekers.
1)    We keep receiving distress calls (needs and issues) from our
members through our COVID-19 Call Center.
2)    We have launched the F.E.E.D. program [Find, Encounter,
Ensure, Distribute] in Portland, South Portland, Westbrook,
Brunswick, Lewiston, and Auburn to address our community’s
current food needs.
3)    We are assisting our members infected with COVID-19
with all facets of recovery (health, social, and financial recov-
ery).  
4)    We will soon launch our mentoring/tutoring program and
our children’s reading program by distributing 20 books per
child in English and Portuguese.
5)    We continue to deal with other issues pending since the pe-
riod before COVID-19 (immigration, education, access, etc.)
COVID-19 is the biggest challenge in our lifetime, and the ef-
fects of this virus serve as an additional challenge for many
refugee and immigrant communities. We know our self-suffi-
ciency and integration will be harder because of this pandemic,
but we are resilient people.
Angolan 
Community
of Maine
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Portuguese Translation
JULY EDITORIAL - THE DEATH OF GEORGE FLOYD
Por Georges Budagu Makoko
O assassinato de George Floyd no dia 25 de maio por um poli-
cial de Minneapolis foi uma evidência clara dos maus tratos de
pessoas negras pelas forças policiais e enviou ondas de choque e
de indignação nos Estados Unidos e em todo o mundo. Milhões
de pessoas inundaram as ruas para exigir justiça para Floyd, bem
como mudanças sistêmicas significativas na maneira como as
pessoas negras nos Estados Unidos são tratadas, particularmente
em relação à aplicação da lei, onde o uso desproporcional de
força desnecessária resultou em muitas mortes. Pessoas de todo
o país exigiram que políticas e procedimentos sejam implemen-
tados rapidamente para garantir o tratamento igual e seguro de
todos os cidadãos nos Estados Unidos.
Como alguém que cresceu na República Democrática do
Congo, onde incontáveis números de assassinatos atrozes ocor-
reram nas mãos de pessoas cruéis, foi muito doloroso para mim
assistir ao vídeo da morte de George Floyd. Observar um
homem desesperado e indefeso no chão, em agonia e implo-
rando em vão para sua vida, foi muito preocupante e me fez pen-
sar sobre o papel que os policiais desempenham nas
comunidades negras. A cena de um policial apertando o pescoço
de Floyd no chão não é algo que eu possa esquecer facilmente. O
fato de o policial ter sido assistido por outros policiais e
aparentemente não estar preocupado com o fato de os especta-
dores testemunharem a morte e implorar que os policiais ten-
ham misericórdia, e de fato filmar o assassinato, foi ainda mais
perturbador. Nada despertou a consciência dos oficiais. Como
um homem negro que está criando um filho neste país, não en-
contrei palavras para explicar como esse assassinato poderia ter
acontecido, muito menos o quadro geral da discriminação racial
nos Estados Unidos.
Quando uma vida humana é perdida pelas mãos de pessoas
cruéis e impiedosas, a angústia e a aflição afetadas nos entes
queridos da vítima deixam lembranças dolorosas que convivem
com elas para sempre, suscitando perguntas intermináveis sobre
por que algumas pessoas se comportam de maneira tão maligna
em relação aos outros seres humanos . Em 4 de outubro de 2011,
perdi meu primo, que eu amava muito, que foi assassinado pelas
milícias Mai Mai na província de Kivu do Sul, República
Democrática do Congo. Meu primo foi morto junto com out-
ros sete trabalhadores humanitários inocentes. Eles foram tor-
turados e brutalmente mortos e abandonados na rua. Imagino os
últimos minutos de suas vidas, e seus pedidos de misericórdia,
que foram ignorados quando eles deram seus últimos suspiros.
Os milhões que tomaram as ruas em quase todas as cidades dos
Estados Unidos, bem como em todo o mundo, mesmo em meio
de atual pandemia da COVID-19, querem desesperadamente
que os líderes americanos reformarem o atual sistema de apli-
cação da lei para que finalmente a segurança de todos seja garan-
tida sem discriminação por cor ou raça. Mudança é
desesperadamente necessária. Para os imigrantes, que se mu-
daram para os Estados Unidos depois de escapar da morte e
perseguição em seus países de origem, é difícil explicar aos filhos
que o que eles fugiram também pode ser vivido aqui nos Estados
Unidos. Os imigrantes estão acostumados a manter este país
como um exemplo de altos padrões de justiça e democracia.
Minha oração é que este país que eu amo muito esteja unido e
que as raízes da divisão e do conflito não encontrem mais solo
fértil. O mal floresce sempre que não é apontado, e é hora de en-
frentar o mal do racismo e derrotá-lo.
COVID-19 CASOS SUBINDO LENTAMENTE NO CONTINENTE
AFRICANO - POR QUE E COMO?
Por Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Enquanto o surto de COVID19 devastou países de super-
potência, entre os quais Estados Unidos, França, Itália, China e
Espanha, o continente Africano, famoso por surtos de epidemias
como o Ebola, registrou inicialmente poucos casos. Recente-
mente, no entanto, o continente começou a ver um aumento de
casos positivos.
Em 11 de junho, a África registou 150.102 casos no total, com
4.815 casos em apenas 24 horas da data do relatório. Também
em 11 de julho, a Organização Mundial da Saúde (OMS) con-
tabilizou 3.593 mortes. com 100 mortes ocorrendo dentro de
24 horas após a notificação. A África do Sul e a Nigéria lider-
aram a lista com 55.421 e 13.873 casos, respetivamente. O
COVID-19 foi detetado pela primeira vez na África em mea-
dos de fevereiro.
O African Report, afiliado da Jeune Afrique Magazine, jun-
tamente com muitas outras publicações, sugeriu várias teorias
para tentar explicar a lenta propagação inicial do COVID-19
no continente africano. Para começar, a maioria dos países da
África implementou medidas draconianas de proteção imedi-
atamente, com países da África Oriental como Ruanda, Uganda
e Quênia fechando completamente suas fronteiras e adotando
outras medidas preventivas desde o início.
amjamboafrica.com
Além disso, os cidadãos do continente geralmente não viajam
muito para o exterior, o que reduziu o contato com pontos de
acesso globais. Dos casos positivos em Ruanda, um número con-
siderável está relacionado a pessoas que viajam de países asiáticos
ou ocidentais que entraram em Ruanda antes de fechar suas
fronteiras aéreas e terrestres.
Fonte: Relatório da Situação da OMS 143, de 11 de junho de
2020
Além disso, o continente possui uma indústria têxtil vibrante,
que produz máscaras de pano, e um sistema de saúde usado para
surtos em massa como o Ebola. e African Report sugeriu que
o clima tropical e equatorial da maioria dos países africanos pode
suprimir a propagação do vírus, no entanto o pesquisador Pierre-
Marie Girard, vice-presidente de Assuntos Internacionais do In-
stituto Pasteur, juntamente com muitos outros cientistas,
observou que o coronavírus "Multiplica sem problemas no
calor", desacreditando a teoria.
Mesmo sem o COVID-19, a África luta contra as doenças, e
artigos têm questionado a preparação da África em relação aos
leitos de UTI (Unidades de Tratamento Intensivo) e similares.
Muitos países têm menos de cinco ventiladores para toda a pop-
ulação. e New York Times informou em abril que "o Sudão do
Sul, um país de 11 milhões de habitantes, tem mais vice-presi-
dentes (cinco) do que ventiladores (quatro)".
A crescente insistência de muitos nos Estados Unidos em abrir
a economia é muito diferente da África, onde os cidadãos estão
menos acostumados a pressionar seus líderes e mais acostumados
a seguir ordens. No caso do COVID-19, isso pode ajudar os
líderes africanos a manter suas economias fechadas e a vencer a
batalha contra o vírus com menos baixas. Alguns líderes, no en-
tanto, como na Tanzânia e no Burundi, foram criticados por
manter em segredo o número de casos e por implementar medi-
das de proteção inadequadas.
EVARISTE NDAYISHIMIYE SERÁ EMPOSSADO COMO PRESIDENTE
DO BURUNDI APÓS A MORTE DE NKURUNZIZA 
Por Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
O tribunal constitucional do Burundi decidiu que Evariste
Ndayishimiye deveria ser empossado como presidente após a
morte abrupta de Nkurunziza, cujo mandato estava previsto
para expirar em agosto de 2020. Burundians e seus amigos estão
de luto pela morte imprevista de Nkurunziza na segunda-feira,
8 de junho, no du Hôpital do Burundi Cinquentenário de
Karusi.
O presidente Nkurunziza morreu de insuficiência cardíaca,
de acordo com um anúncio do Secretário-Geral em 9 de junho.
O anúncio informava que Nkurunziza havia participado de uma
partida de voleibol no sábado, 7 de junho e parecia estar indo
bem, mas depois sua saúde se deteriorou rapidamente.
Especialistas políticos estavam em um dilema sobre quem iria
substituir Nkurunziza, que morreu perto do fim do seu
mandato. Segundo Aljazeera, o tribunal constitucional disse que
não era necessário um período intermediário e que o presidente
eleito deveria prestar juramento o mais cedo possível.
Em 18 de maio, a Amjambo África informou que, enquanto
o mundo lutava para conter o surto global de COVID-19, o país
organizou eleições presidenciais e legislativas nas quais multi-
dões e comícios eram realizados sem máscaras ou distancia-
mento social. Várias vezes nas últimas semanas, as Mídias sociais
mostraram o Presidente Nkurunziza - um cristão fervoroso -
aparecendo em inúmeras reuniões cristãs, minimizando os riscos
associados à pandemia. Em um poste que se tornou viral, ele
disse que o COVID-19 passa pelo ar, mas que Deus havia pu-
rificado o ar para não conter o vírus.
e Guardian informou que alguns meios de comunicação
conjeturam que o presidente pode ter contraído o novo coron-
avírus, o que causou sua morte prematura. Denise Nkurunziza,
sua esposa, que foi levada às pressas para o Quênia em 28 de
maio, retornou ao Burundi após a morte de seu marido. e
Daily Nation informou que estava sendo tratada com COVID-
19 e uma condição subjacente.
"Se for provado que o Presidente Nkurunziza morreu de coro-
navírus, deve ensinar uma lição aos líderes que ainda desdenham
esta doença e não estão ajudando suas populações a contê-la",
disse um refugiado do Burundi agora reassentado em Concord,
New Hampshire, que foi pego desprevenido pelo noticiário da
manhã de 9 de junho. Ela disse estar conversando com famil-
iares no Burundi que confirmaram que o estado estava cen-
surando a publicação de informações sobre o COVID-19. Nku-
runziza pode ser o primeiro presidente a morrer de COVID-19,
relata the New York Post. 
FRONTEIRA CANADENSE FECHADA 
Em uma grande reviravolta política, o
primeiro-ministro canadense Justin Trudeau
anunciou em março que o Canadá recusaria
requerentes de asilo que tentassem atravessar
a fronteira dos EUA. A decisão é considerada
uma medida protetora contra a transmissão
do COVID-19. Em 16 de junho, esse pedido
foi prorrogado por mais um mês, até pelo
menos 21 de julho. Se os solicitantes de asilo
chegarem à fronteira antes de 21 de julho e en-
trarem em contato com a Polícia Montada
Real do Canadá, correm o risco de serem en-
tregues ao ICE nos Estados Unidos e enviados para centros de
detenção. De lá, eles poderiam ser deportados.
Desde março, um pequeno número de requerentes de asilo -
principalmente haitianos - foi devolvido à fronteira, inclusive
no conhecido cruzamento irregular da Roxham Road em Nova
York, localizado a oito quilômetros da passagem oficial mais
próxima da fronteira. Anteriormente, as autoridades haviam per-
mitido que os solicitantes de asilo atravessassem a Roxham
Road, bem como em portos de entrada oficiais, como Niagara
Falls e Champlain – St. Bernard de Lacolle.
Nos últimos anos, a maioria dos cidadãos africanos que so-
licitam asilo no Canada viram da Nigéria, República
Democrática do Congo, Sudão, Eritreia, Angola e Burundi. A
informação de boca a boca indica que os solicitantes de asilo
começaram a pesar dos benefícios á deixar o Maine para o
Canadá em 2017, quando a retórica anti-imigrante da atual ad-
ministração sinalizou que o sistema de solicitação de asilo dos
EUA estava quebrado. Alguns dos requerentes de asilo que
chegaram no Maine no verão de 2019 a partir da fronteira sul
continuaram no Canadá a partir de Portland naquela época.
Life, as the air, is universal. 
No barrier, no limits, it goes every-
where.
It blows everywhere, on everyone. 
If you can't feel air, it means life is
gone.
Do I really matter as a human
being?
Can I participate in someone's
progress, a country's progress? 
Can I think, act, love, forgive, smile, and make someone happy?
Can I get upset, angry?
If you think you can feel pain, 
Yes – you are a human being, and your life matters.
Everything that carries breath we are unable to control – matters.
We care for our pets no matter their color.
If we have people help take care of us, 
we should care also for those people,
for we depend in a certain way on their well being, for us to con-
tinue to be.
White, black, yellow, red...these are all colors, right? 
Together they make the beauty of life. 
Imagine a snow without the green trees that survive winter.
Just all white...not nice at all, right!
Imagine the fall, with just yellow leaves – weird, right?
We are all different colors, yet all together we 
make the beauty of the world.
We look different, yet our bodies function the same.
Yes, we are different, yet it is the combination of us all that makes
the world we love.
We all depend on each other;
We all rely on each other, whether you want that to be true or not.
Please, let's go to the top of the hill of our mind, 
Close our eyes, take a deep breath. 
Open our eyes, and realize the beauty out there.
Would it still look the same if there were only you in that big space?
Would you still enjoy it? I don't think so.
So please, add yourself to the universe. Make it better. Stay in it. 
See yourself in your neighbor's eyes and think:
‘“If he were me, how would I want to be treated?”
Love you all, and let's keep the world diverse for its unity to rise.
Roseline  
Roseline Souebele is a resident of Hope House
Do I really matter as a breath of life? 
Roseline Souebele
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So, I haven’t ever been to a hair salon. Partly because as a Mus-
lim girl, a female hairstylist would need to be in charge of my care,
and I would have to be in a room where no man could see me in
order to be appropriate, according to Islam. Also, it’s really hard
to find a salon that caters to women with Black people’s hair –
4C, to be specific. 
Growing up, hair has always had an impact on my life. My aunts
and cousins wore wigs and weave, and my mom learned how to
braid my head of unruly hair. Our living room became a makeshi
hair salon: a water-filled spray bottle, a stack of hair bands, hair lo-
tions that changed as I grew older, and an assortment of brushes.
Occasionally the hair iron would show up, and the yarn was used instead of the weave. One of my
mom’s friends used our living room to do the hair of a family friend’s daughter a couple of times. 
Hair has also played a big role in social injustice. Afros and dreadlocks were – and still are –
frowned upon. Children go to school and teachers actually shave their hair off. Coconut hair
products, which are one of the few that actually work on Black people’s hair, “smell weird,” we are
oen told. We could argue all the livelong day about non-Black people having cornrows or dread-
locks – I firmly believe that it is acceptable, so long as non-Black people acknowledge the privi-
lege inherent in being called “icy,” or “fire,” or “hip” if they sport cornrows or dreadlocks. But
doing so could potentially lose job opportunities for me – but that isn’t the topic I want to touch
base on. 
Remember the friend of my mom’s that I mentioned earlier? Well, it turns out that it is illegal
for her to get paid to do hair. I did a quick search into what her punishment would have been in
Texas if she had been caught (that was where we were living at the time). For a first offense, she
would have had to pay $300! In order to be legal, my mom’s friend would have needed to go to
school and get a cosmetology license. And schooling is expensive, and most schools don’t even
teach how to care for Black hair. at’s part of the social issue.  
I took a look to see what hair salons in Maine cater to Black hair, and the only licensed ones I
could find were Toni’s Touch in Portland and in Biddeford. I read an interview with the salon
owner, Antoinette “Toni” Smothers, and found another flaw in the system. Smothers went to
Empire Beauty School, however, in order to learn how to handle Black hair she also had to attend
Dudley’s Beauty School in North Carolina. Many beauty schools all over the country don’t teach
how to handle Black hair, and that’s not right. When it isn’t standard to learn how to take care of
13% of the country’s hair type, that’s a problem.
In the end, so many everyday, basic parts of life have an underlying layer of racism. If white peo-
ple had hair like Black people, you wouldn’t be reading this. Instead, you are reading this – and
most likely you are also demanding that other changes happen also.
My hope for the future is to be able to go to a salon and get my hair done. It isn’t as pressing a
need as ending police brutality, for sure, but it is a problem that needs our attention.
If white people had hair like black people   | By Firdaws Hakizimana
How should the U.S. address immigration, individuals seeking asylum, and the detainees
who remain at the border?
Collins: I have noted on many occasions that the situation on the southern border is broken, and
the arrival of hundreds of asylum seekers in Portland – nearly 2,500 hundred miles from the Rio
Grande – underscores this fact. It’s clear that we need comprehensive immigration reform, stronger
border security, a better way of handling asylum claims, more immigration judges, a sensible sys-
tem for guest workers, and a long-term solution for the young people we call the “DREAMERS.”  
Gideon: As the daughter and granddaughter of immigrants, I believe strongly in America’s re-
sponsibility to welcome immigrants and refugees. My father immigrated to this country as a med-
ical resident and my maternal grandparents fled the Armenian genocide and came to the United
States seeking safety and a better life – and their stories and the lessons I learned from my family
are with me every day.
In the State House, I’ve fought for immigrants and asylum seekers because I believe they en-
rich our state and strengthen our economy and workforce. I co-sponsored and voted for a resolu-
tion supporting comprehensive immigration reform – including developing an accessible path to
citizenship – and pushed back against Gov. LePage’s efforts to deny assistance to asylum seekers
while their cases were processed. 
At the federal level, we need comprehensive immigration reform, and we need to focus on
making sure that we create a fair path to citizenship – where the rules to become a citizen are un-
derstood – while also making sure that we keep our borders secure and our country safe. I believe
we need to fully reinstate DACA and create a pathway to citizenship for Dreamers, and make sure
that family separation at the border ends and that every family is reunited.
We also need to rethink what our immigration court system looks like so that no family is sep-
arated or feels unsafe while they’re waiting for their hearings. 
Finally, I know that looking at challenges we face across the globe – whether it is climate change
or the current public health crisis – we have to work together and be proactive. As Senator, I would
support increasing the United States’ support for refugees at home and abroad to meet the un-
precedented challenge of mass movement faced by the world today.
Sweet: e immigration system in this country is broken, and the way we currently treat immi-
grants in this nation is shameful. e current administration has shown that they do not respect
the rights or the essential contributions of immigrants in the United States. ey prioritize tear-
ing families apart and deporting good, law-abiding people who fall victim to a broken system. 
It is abhorrent that we are keeping our fellow human beings in cages, subjecting them to outright
inhumane conditions. It is not reflective of our values as a country, especially as a country that was
built by immigrants, when the government treats our immigrants with such open disdain.More-
over, the current administration’s policy of keeping any asylum seekers trying to access the US via
the southern border in Mexico while their cases are pending is not only despicable but it is also il-
legal. Asylum seekers are legally allowed to live in the United States while their cases are pending
in court. By forcing these individuals who have already greatly suffered to remain in camps in a na-
tion foreign to them, we are denying them their rights. It is unconscionable. 
e need to greatly reform our immigration system so that it is humane, respects the rights of im-
migrants, does not tear apart families, and allows for an attainable pathway towards citizenship.
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Providing a safe return to healthcare
At Northern Light Mercy Hospital, the health and safety of our patients is always our top priority. For that reason, we want you to get the care
you need for your health conditions when you need it.
Our team is dedicated to providing safe, high-quality care no matter what is going on in the world, and we want you to feel confident when
you come to us. All our locations – from hospitals to healthcare centers – have implemented enhanced safety measures to keep you safe. We hope
the infographic accompanying this article and the answers to frequently asked questions below are helpful as you consider seeking care.
We’ve also developed a series of videos to show you what you can expect at your in-person visit to our hospitals, walk-in care locations, emer-
gency department, and medical offices. ese videos and additional FAQs can be found by visiting NorthernLightHealth.org/SafeCare. If you
have any questions, we encourage you to contact your healthcare provider to learn more.
Are you seeing general patients?
Yes, and our Safe Care Commitment ensures your in-person visits to all our facilities are welcoming and safe. Due to the COVID-19 outbreak
and recommendations to physically distance, we are also offering telehealth visits when possible. Telehealth uses computers or telephones to pro-
vide care when you are unable to see your healthcare team in person. In-person visits are still available for care that requires a face-to-face visit,
physical examination, treatment, or procedures. Your care team will help you determine which is best for you.
What happens when I arrive?
You will be greeted by one of our employees who will provide you with hand sanitizer and a mask if you do not have one. is greeter will also
ask you some screening questions and take your temperature using a touch-free thermometer. You may be asked multiple times about any symp-
toms you may have during your visit—please be patient. is is for your safety.
Have you increased cleaning frequency within your hospitals and clinics?
Yes, we have established new, more frequent cleaning protocols throughout all of our hospitals and clinics.
How are you ensuring patients stay more than six feet away from each other?
We have observed that our patients already are doing a good job of physical distancing. We have also reorganized our reception areas and other
public spaces with fewer chairs and marked our floors at six-foot intervals. We’re working hard to schedule appointments with time to avoid any
crowding in our reception areas.
While our current universal masking policy adds another layer of protection, the expectation is that physical distance will be maintained
through the use of scheduling, workflow changes, and physical design of our spaces.
To learn more about our services, testing, and what Mercy Hospital is doing to keep patients safe, please visit NorthernLight.org/Mercy.
Northern Light Mercy Hospital, a nonprofit community hospital sponsored by the Sisters of Mercy, has been providing care to greater Portland since
1918. Mercy consistently receives an ‘A’ grade by e Leapog Group for meeting the highest safety standards in the country. It has also been recognized
as a top hospital by Newsweek and U.S. News and World Report. 
We must provide a quick path to citizenship, and we must allocate the resources necessary to
have enough staff to process people’s claims.  ey should be free to settle anywhere while they
are awaiting the disposition of their status.  
roughout the country, the world, and here in Maine, people have made their voices heard
about issues of racial inequality and current methods of policing. What should be done re-
garding inequality and policing?
Collins: e horrific killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis was a crime and laid bare the racial
injustice that still taints our country.  It is incumbent on all of us to make genuine progress to-
ward the American ideal of ensuring that everyone, regardless of race or ethnicity, is treated
equally. e JUSTICE Act I co-sponsored with Senator Tim Scott would implement common
sense reforms that would help restore trust in our law enforcement, particularly among commu-
nities of color, while continuing to support the vast majority of officers who serve with integrity
and valor.  I am hopeful that we can reach a bipartisan consensus on solutions to racial inequal-
ity in policing.
Gideon: Mainers and Americans across the country have raised their voices in support of a more
just society, and I’ve been proud to stand with them. 
e peaceful protests across the country are an important part of that process of speaking out
and demanding action, and there's no question this is going to require action on the part of the
federal government. First and foremost, there needs to be zero tolerance for discrimination and
profiling in law enforcement, and for the killing of unarmed Black people. at has to stop im-
mediately. 
Here in Maine, we’ve banned racial profiling by police, and I think that’s absolutely something
that should happen at the national level. 
In the Senate, I would support: 
Implementing zero tolerance policies for racial and religious profiling in law enforcement
and the killing of unarmed people by law enforcement;
Expanding racial bias training nationwide; 
Increasing transparency and data collection around police misconduct, with measures like the
creation of a National Police Misconduct Registry, mandatory reporting of use of force by po-
lice officers and use of body and dashboard cameras, and;
Banning the use of chokeholds. 
Beyond that, we need to be willing to have the difficult conversations that for too long public
officials have ignored, about the issues that are causing institutional racism. We have to make
changes to education policy, to health care policy, to our criminal justice system. 
Sweet: Policing governance and accountability happen largely at the local level. However, as a US
Senator, I would move to do several things right away on the federal level. First, I would end the
qualified immunity doctrine that allows police officers to escape prosecution when they break  the
law on the job. We need to end the “1033” program to stop the flow of military equipment from
the federal government to local police departments. We need to develop a national public data-
base that would compile the names of officers who have had their licenses suspended due to mis-
conduct; as well as terminations and complaints against the officers. Finally, we should make
chokeholds illegal and harshly punish those officers who continue to use them regardless of their
illegality.  
e federal government must provide funding and incentives to create completely new systems
of community care teams that would replace police units. is means redefining and restructur-
ing law enforcement and creating a network of professionals and services that are available to ad-
dress homelessness, addiction, mental health crises, and domestic violence while adequately
funding schools and aer-school programs, providing housing, and health care as a human right.
In order to adequately begin undoing systemic racism, we need to follow the lead of BIPOC
elected officials and community leaders. We will not achieve equality if the ones “reforming” our
current systems are the very ones who benefit from systemic inequality and racism. Additionally,
we must end the disparities in the services and funding that communities of color receive com-
pared to resources given to predominantly white communities.
Statement from Rep. Chellie Pingree (Democrat, Maine’s 1st Congressional District): e
COVID-19 pandemic has really underscored the harms of longstanding racial inequities in Maine
and across the United States, including an unacceptable and ongoing lack of access to health care,
affordable housing, and stable employment that offers a living wage. Now, people of color in the
state – particularly Black Mainers – are being disproportionately impacted by COVID-19. It's
abundantly clear that we need to stem the immediate harm caused by these disparities, which is
why I'm proud to support legislation in Congress that would expand free testing and treatment,
mandate protections and hazard pay for essential workers, and ensure paid leave for those who are
sick or caring for family members. At the same time, we need to invest in the long-term health and
prosperity of vulnerable communities, including through universal health care, high-quality pub-
lic education, a $15 minimum wage, an accessible and welcoming immigration system, and a com-
prehensive plan to fight climate change.
Statements om Senate candidate Bre Kidman, Second District Rep. Jared Golden, First District can-
didate Jay Allen, and Second District candidates Adrienne Bennett, Eric Brakey, and Dale Cras
were not available by press time.
How can the federal government demonstrate that these front-line workers are essential and
valued, especially with regard to wages, insurance, and immigration/asylum status?
Collins: e federal government is the nation’s largest employer and must lead by example. I am
among a bipartisan group of 19 Senators that has called upon the Office of Management and
Budget and the Office of Personnel Management to use existing authorities to provide hazard
pay to Federal government employees working on the front lines of the COVID-19 pandemic.
at proposed hazard pay would total a 25% increase in those workers’ current salaries. In addi-
tion, we urged OPM and OMB to make changes to telework, safety leave, personal protective
equipment, pay continuity, and union collaboration policies to improve work conditions for Fed-
eral employees and contractors.
e CARES Act enacted in March included $45 billion for FEMA’s Disaster Relief Fund,
which can be used to reimburse local governments that paid hazard pay to certain first responders
responding to the pandemic. It also provided $150 billion for the Coronavirus Relief Fund, of
which Maine received $1.25 billion, which can be used by state and local governments to provide
hazard pay for employees.
I also led a letter with Sen. Chris Coons (D-DE) encouraging additional support for first re-
sponders in the next COVID-19 relief package, including grant funding to pay for authorized
hazard pay for first responders such as fire fighters, EMS personnel, and law enforcement. I will
continue to work with my colleagues to advance protections and rightful compensation for our
essential workers.
Gideon: roughout the coronavirus crisis, frontline workers have continued to do their jobs,
even when that has meant putting themselves at risk of becoming infected. e work of educa-
tors, grocery store clerks, pharmacists, health care support staff, postal workers, and so many oth-
ers has been essential to keep us going through this crisis.
At the same time, it’s important to recognize that people of color are more likely to hold jobs
as frontline workers while simultaneously having less access to health care and worse living con-
ditions.   
Unfortunately, once again we’re seeing a process in Washington that does not address the needs
of people here in Maine. Senate Republicans have delayed additional action in response to the
coronavirus until aer the July 4th recess while they continue to confirm Trump’s far-right judi-
cial nominees. is isn’t the time for Democrats and Republicans to be fighting — this is about
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Abdul Ali, the 24-year-old activist, educator, performer, and poet who has been in the pub-
lic eye quite a bit in his short life, most recently as a leader of the anti-racism movement in
Portland. Ali was three years old when he arrived in the United States with his mother, father,
and two older siblings in 1999 as a refugee from Ethiopia. Two younger siblings were born
in the U.S.
Ali’s road to adulthood and lead-
ership was difficult. His parents di-
vorced when he was young, and Ali
said that they weren’t able to provide
the structure, love, care, understand-
ing, and opportunities he needed as
a child. At one point in his child-
hood, Ali’s mother kicked him out
of the house, and he lived with his
grandmother. “She taught me a lot
of things, including the Qur’an,” he
said. During his childhood, he lived
with different groupings of his fam-
ily in Florida, Tennessee, Ohio, and
Maine, and then at age 15, he
learned how to live, travel around on
his own, and take care of himself – “how to make myself noodles, survive,” he said.
His grandmother’s teachings were formative. “In my heart, religion saves me, keeps me
grounded. It’s about character, how you respect and love people.”
When Ali spent 18 difficult, life-shaping months of incarceration at Long Creek Youth
Development Center beginning when he was 17, he found that other juveniles in the system
shared similar backgrounds. What he experienced while incarcerated convinced him that the
current system of juvenile justice “further traumatizes black youth…it is punitive, and needs
to be dismantled.” He began looking into history, and reading. He decided he wanted to work
with youth when he got out, and share his understanding that the problems of many incar-
cerated Black youths result from a systemic issue, from forces that marginalize and defund.
“Once people have police records, they are discriminated against when they apply to col-
lege, or for jobs later on. Too oen juveniles return to the system as adults,” he said.
While at Long Creek, Ali earned his GED (he was arrested during the last week of his jun-
ior year of high school), and started college at Southern Maine Community College, which
he attended for two semesters, earning a 3.9 GPA. He also volunteered to participate in the-
ater with Maine Inside Out, a nonprofit organization that helps incarcerated youth tell their
stories through theater. “It was the first time people really listened to me,” Ali said.
Aer his release, Ali attended Columbus State Community College in Columbus, Ohio,
then returned to SMCC for more courses. In 2019, he joined Maine Youth Justice, where he
now works full-time helping youth and campaigning to close down the Long Creek Youth
Development Center and dismantle the juvenile justice system. Maine spends $18 million
per year on the facility. Ali would like to see this money reinvested in programs to help trou-
bled kids heal and find the social supports they need so they can recover and thrive, instead
of returning to prison as adults. At the moment, between 25-30 youth remain in the facility;
when Ali was there in 2012, 250-300 kids were incarcerated with him.
In addition to Maine Youth Justice, Ali works with the Young People’s Caucus. He also is
a fellow of the Civic and Community Engagement program, led by Pious Ali at University
of Southern Maine. e program develops leadership capacity among members of Maine’s im-
migrant or ethnic or racial minority young adult population. Ali is pursuing a bachelor’s de-
gree in Leadership Studies at University of Southern Maine, and he is a poet.
“I love my poetry. My poetry helped build me. My poetry is pain. Sometimes my poetry is
healing. Sometimes my poetry shares facts. I have about 50 or 60 poems at this point,” he
said, adding, “I can’t do one thing – I like doing lots of things at once!”
Asked to comment on the current moment, Ali said, “ere has been an invisible chain im-
prisoning us for 400-plus years. We push through again and again, only to be stepped on and
chained all over again. is time, I want it to end. To have all the people that look like me,
brown and Black people, remove the chains that have controlled us. And I think it’s the nec-
essary time for white people in solidarity to not only support us  – but to push us forward.
Only with that, will true equity be fulfilled.” 
George Floyd murder sparks anti-racism protests in Maine  | By Kathreen Harrison
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Young leader Abdul Ali demands ‘true equality’  
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